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can’t believe its been over 25 years
since Paul McGann debuted as the
Eighth Doctor in the 1996 TV movie.
My how the time has flown. So much has
changed in Doctor Who fandom, and in
the actual television series, since then.
I remember sitting in my living room
eagerly awaiting the movie’s premiere on
FOX. Along with myself in my tiny onebedroom apartment were seven of my
friends, and fellow Who fans. Also joining
us that night was former Harntell era
companion Polly, Anneke Wills (who was
living in Vancouver at the time).
You could feel the excitement
and the anticipation in the air. We
counted down the minutes, seconds till the scheduled 8:00 pm broadcast. A
quick promo for what we were about to see flashed across the television screen
and the movie event began. A hush fell across the room and no one dared speak
for the next two hours. 120 minutes later the credits rolled—I remember
someone asking, “so, what did you think?”, upon which the room erupted into
all of us talking at once. We were all excited by what we’d just viewed. The
majority of us in attendance that night liked the movie and thought Paul
McGann was a fantastic Doctor, while a few had a few concerns and negative
feelings about certain aspects of the movie, like the ‘half human on my mother’s
side’ bit, and the kiss between the Doctor and Dr. Grace Holloway (we all agreed
that that was a big no no).
All of us were excited for the future of the series and hoped that the
movie would be picked up as a fulltime series. Anneke told us about her trip to
the set and the day her and Paul McGann went house hunting in Vancouver (in
anticipation that the movie would go to series). As the week’s, then month’s,
went by, our excitement faded as it became clear that there would be no new
series. But for that one night in May 1996 there was hope, and there was
excitement.
So as a tribute to the that night, join us as we celebrate 25 years of
the Eighth Doctor.
Enjoy.
Bob
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This issue we salute the 25th anniversary of the Eighth Doctor as portrayed by
Paul McGann. Cover design by Robert Carpenter.
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Can it really be 25 years since the 1996 TV
Movie? Hard to believe that what stood
for a long time as the only ‘new’, ‘modern’
slice of Doctor Who is now the age that
the Pertwee era was when cameras
started rolling on McGann and Ashbrook
in Vancouver’s 1998 Ogden Street. I retain
a ludicrous affection for the movie, and
perhaps its low renown in Doctor Who
fandom makes it all the more special to
me. As I grew up in the ‘wilderness years’,
the Eighth Doctor was the only one who
neither predated nor post-dated my
childhood. And as a Canadian, its
Vancouver locations gave it an extra
frisson. So come with me as I take you on
a journey through the rollercoaster of the
Paul McGann era …

Alien3, splattered in gore. I learned he had
also been “the second title role of
Withnail and I”. As a childhood expert in
films I was too young to watch, these
credits seemed heavyweight. There was
charming affection and mockery in the
actor’s
quoted
statements—William
Hartnell used to terrify him, his favourite
monster was the Yeti, “but the Daleks
never did it for me”. I immediately ran
upstairs to my mum’s office to persuade
her to pay $3.95 for one column I’d
already read (to demonstrate that her
money was not entirely wasted, I feigned
interest in a Bruce Boxleitner interview
and an op-ed about the ’70s Planet of the
Apes series).

years later I learned that McGann hoped
to do just that, and only the peculiar
coiffure fixation of executive producer
Philip Segal demanded the application of
that
surprisingly
expensive
and
unconvincing helmet of hair. I spent a few
weeks speculating on the content with
childish glee—I knew McCoy would be
back, that Eric Roberts was playing the
Master, and I had even seen Daphne
Ashbrook in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine.
But aside from that, the sky was the limit.

Funnily enough, even in that thimble of
text, largely cribbed from press releases,
worrying glimmers were embedded. The
airdate was uncertain, but likely during
“the May sweeps period, when ratings
The kids in school treated my interest in count the most”. Did they really need to
I first breathlessly read of it in the April Doctor
Who
with
affectionate give the show extra pressure, I wondered

The TV Movie aired in Canada on Tuesday,
May 14, at 9:00 (Andrew Pixley informs
me in the Doctor Who Magazine archive
that it aired earlier in Vancouver and
Edmonton, lucky sods).
1996 issue of Sci-Fi Entertainment, a
bimonthly
sub-Starlog/Starburst
rag
designed to promote the satellite channel,
but in practice destined to lurk unread at
the back of pharmacy magazine racks.
Who can say, all these years later, why I
picked it up anyway? Its cover depicted
Babylon 5, not a series I followed. Nor did
I know anything about The X-Files, and
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine was losing my
interest, a low-tar replacement for the
Next Generation I craved. But whatever
compelled me, I forgot all about these
other SF pretenders for my affections
when I read two tiny columns of yellowbacked text on Page 16, headed EIGHTH
DOCTOR ANNOUNCED! Good though
Virgin’s New and Missing Adventures
were, the prospect of the Doctor back on
TV had me mouthing the BBC’s punning
tagline approvingly: “It’s about time”. In
its centre was a still of Paul McGann from

bemusement—I did a presentation on it
and shoehorned the Doctor into a couple
of Social Studies presentations. Whereas
no British child would dare gush about
Time Lords, or bring a Christmas tree box
mocked up as the TARDIS into class, I did
so without stint. Aside from a tense bus
ride when Dax Lealke said he had seen the
show and didn’t like it, I had no negative
repercussions from my love affair—due,
sadly but obviously, to its total obscurity
in North America. Still, surely the new
series would turn that obscurity around—
it was coming not to PBS, but to Fox,
home of The Simpsons!

in my eleven-year-old wisdom? Why not
broadcast it when ratings counted less?
The last line declared, “A follow-up script
may be ready, which will take the new
Doctor into outer space”. What?! May be
ready? They haven’t even written more
than one script, I asked myself anxiously?
Get to work, people! Is the Doctor coming
back or isn’t he?

Closer to the airdate, my brother Fergus
saw a trailer (lucky him; I watched Fox,
specifically and insanely its commercial
breaks, whenever I could, but only saw a
general promo featuring a lightningswathed TARDIS). Fergus, just turned nine,
So I shared the good news. My closest was not the most reliable eyewitness; his
friend, Luke Demjen was impressed at the most emphatic recollection was that he
picture of McGann—a lover of action saw the Doctor playing darts.
movies, he wrongly inferred from the
Alien3 image that he would play the The Calgary Herald previewed it dully,
Doctor as a shaven-headed lag. Ironically, informing readers that Paul McGann and
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giving me my
first glimpse of
McGann in his
Hartnell-esque
finery (to be
honest I was
happier to see
the TARDIS was
still a police
box—visions of
Bill and Ted
danced
through
my
head)
and
Roberts
in
ersatz
Terminator
getup. Philip
Segal
was
oddly critical
about
the
Sylvester
McCoy era
(“I think the
Doctor
ultimately
became a
parody of
himself”—
doubly rude
since
McCoy was
in
the
movie),
Razon
wrote off
the entire
original
.
series
as
“high and
low camp
[and] melodramatic adventure” and
thought Verity Lambert was a man, and
Segal admitted that Fox was unhappy that
the BBC had casting approval of the
Doctor, and worse, considered it a one-off
movie (“Everyone has to be careful how
they articulate the label for this particular
product,” he opined in classic Hollywoodspeak).

For the rest of the year, the TV Movie became
increasingly dreamlike and insubstantial—if not
for my VHS recording and those two SF-Es, I would
have doubted it even happened
the last ‘original’ Doctor Sylvester McCoy
would appear, while giving no hint of the
flavour of the series, neither teasing the
story nor the tone (not even mentioning
special guest star Eric Roberts, the actor
its readers were most likely to know).
June’s Sci-Fi Entertainment declared ‘DR.
WHO RETURNS!’ (oh yes, the folks at S-FE
tended to call him ‘Dr. Who’). But the
Doctor got shunted to the right corner of
the cover, poking up like a puzzled
sparrow from the cotton candy bouffant of
Pamela Anderson (starring in 1996’s
Golden Raspberry front-runner, Barb
Wire): a capsule image of the hostility of
the American frontier. Inside, there was a
decent feature article by Joseph Razon,
6 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 38

The TV Movie aired in Canada on Tuesday,
May 14, at 9:00 (Andrew Pixley informs
me in the Doctor Who Magazine archive
that it aired earlier in Vancouver and
Edmonton, lucky sods). I watched to the
bitter end, hoping for a hint as to when
Segal and those laggard writers would

crank out some more episodes (‘Doctor
Who will return’, as the new series would
style it). Some English friends of my
parents, the Howarths, mostly enjoyed it
but didn’t understand the ending. But I
was just a tad heartbroken that, despite
my heavy-handed promotional efforts, not
one person in school had watched it. To
be fair, how could they? Even I had
needed special dispensation to stay up
until 11:00 on a school night; why would
Luke, or Alesha MacIntyre, or Marc
Mercier, do likewise for some show they’d
never heard of? This was my first
unambiguous hint that Segal may have
fumbled the ball—why broadcast a show
historically appealing to children at a time
none of them would be awake?
For the rest of the year, the TV Movie
became increasingly dreamlike and
insubstantial—if not for my VHS recording
and those two SF-Es, I would have
doubted it even happened. I had no action
figures or comic book adaptation to show
for it. The New Adventures stuck with the
McCoy Doctor, and I didn’t yet read
Doctor Who Magazine. The Doctor’s own
words—“I can’t make your dream come
true forever, but I can make it come true
today”—rang as ominously as the Cloister
Bell. In response, I melodramatically
screamed his line from that Howarthconfusing climax: “This can’t be … HOW IT
ENDS!!!!”
While I waited, I doodled my own comic
featuring the new Doctor (perhaps
disapproving of his romantic leanings, I
gave him a male Time Lord companion
called ‘the Genius’). That summer, we
went to Pender Island with our new puppy
Snowey, stopping in Vancouver en route.
The mystique of this city, which I had
visited two years earlier for a Star Trek
exhibition, only grew—at any moment we
might turn a corner and see the TARDIS! I
even begged to visit the set, but this plan
was swiftly scotched when the credits on
the videotape, now repeatedly rewatched,
were too blurry to make out its address. In
hindsight, this was probably for the best—
imagine the dismal, dream-crushing
journey to 8651 Eastlake Drive, Burnaby,
to find Richard Hudolin’s Gothic control
room dematerialized, leaving only a boring
warehouse in its wake (You’ve no idea my
delight to learn, years later, that a hero in

the effects department had saved the a premature death. By 2000 PBS dumped anniversary, but barring an infuriatingly
console from destruction.).
his predecessors from their lineup too.
brief online return in Night of the Doctor,
those hopes were dashed. But in a way,
My dad, always a gleeful imparter of bad Luckily, by this time I had discovered it’s nice that this most Protean Doctor was
news, read in the hotel brochure about TV Doctor Who Magazine. Here, I made never bound by the workaday treadmill of
shows based in Vancouver. “No sign of peace with the fact that the Doctor was production teams, tone meetings, Cardiff
Doctor Who,” the heartless brute said (five unlikely to return to TV any time soon, but shoots, and fan insanity that so exhausted
years later he was equally thrilled to maybe that didn’t matter with a scholarly, his five successors. Ultimately, the
inform me that, despite the rumours, Tom silly community of fans keeping the flame sprawling, multimedia, quarter-century
Baker would not play Gandalf in Lord of alive so joyfully. Through the magazine I saga that is the ‘Eighth Doctor era’ is
the Rings). But I still had faith, especially found the Eighth Doctor alive and well, grander and stranger than anything Segal,
when the next day, in the lobby, we were pursuing three distinctly different lives—in the BBC, and Universal could have
allowed to sit in on the shooting of a scene the comic strip, the BBC Books, and from compromised their way onto the Fox
from the Highlander series. Maybe it was 2001 the Big Finish audio plays. To be network in the 1990s. The sky remains as
Jim Byrnes rather than Paul McGann, but honest, though, the dour, continuity- much the limit as it was in April 1996’s Sciit was still thrilling to watch, and I’d have choked books were always poor relations Fi Entertainment. No, we never got to see
happily sat under the
the Eighth Doctor go to
camera’s dolly-track
outer space, foil John
all day. And it
Ratzenberger’s scheme
convinced me that
for universal conquest,
elsewhere, McGann
take tea with Marie
was in his trailer, the
Antoinette, or even play
make-up lady gluing
darts (sorry Fergus), but
his fright wig in place
he’s out there doing all
while he ran lines
that and more, I assure
with
Daphne
you. Loving the Eighth
Ashbrook and Yee Jee
Doctor made me realize
Tso for their big
Doctor Who had grown
confrontation
with
bigger than TV, and his
special guest star John
adventures—and
the
Ratzenberger.
possibility
of
his
adventures,
ever
October’s
Sci-Fi
beyond our view like a
Entertainment
ran
mirage—best embody
one last nice picture
its limitless horizons.
of the Eighth Doctor,
and the letters page
And a postscript to
hollowly quoted his
bring us full circle:
predecessor’s
line,
when, in 2005, Russell T
“Time will tell … it always does.” By then I to Virgin’s iconoclastic efforts, and the Davies and Christopher Eccleston brought
was disheartened. Well-meaning school audios, despite consistently excellent Doctor Who back to TV (for good this
friends told me they’d seen it in the performances, never entirely clicked with time), I was no less eager to share the
listings, but I irritably realized they meant me due to the grating poshness of Charley news. So I duly brought in DWM 352 to
the PBS reruns. I finally lost patience with Pollard. Only in DWM did I see the spirit of show to my university classmates. By now
Star Trek that year, and grimly wondered McGann’s portrayal. Looking back, these my close friend was Matt Bayliff, who was
if Philip Segal, far from giving Doctor Who continuations shared the amusing prudish actually familiar with the show. Whereas
new life, hadn’t rammed two stakes streak of my 1996 Doctor/Genius comic, Luke Demjen in 1996 might have approved
through the Time Lord’s hearts. Then in all three making this vulpine Time Lord a of Eccleston’s butch outfit, Matt groaned
May 1997, the New Adventures dropped sexless chaperone to daughter-surrogate in disgust at the leather jacket and closely
the Doctor to focus on Bernice companions rather than a flirty boyfriend cropped hair. Flicking through the
Summerfield—I didn’t know this was due to a comely cardiologist. Suggestions of magazine, he found far more appeal in
to BBC copyright-protecting killjoys, and Gallifreyan lust would have to wait for McCoy’s straw hat and two-tone shoes …
just thought they were getting the hell out David Tennant’s unsavoury dalliance with and, yes, the ensemble of Paul McGann.
of Dodge. Thus, brilliant though it was, a distinctly immature Rose Tyler.
“Now that’s more like Doctor Who.”
Lance Parkin’s The Dying Days was a bleak
Where was that kind of enthusiasm nine
postscript to the TV Movie—this vital I still hoped that McGann might return to years ago, I wondered? But that’s the
Doctor, so triumphantly reborn, would the TARDIS in 2005, or stand alongside his problem with Time Lords; they sometimes
only get one episode and one novel before past and future selves for the fiftieth have an appalling sense of timing.
ISSUE 38 | WHOTOPIA | 7
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I was one of Doctor Who’s original fans. I largely due to the producer Philip Segal, be a series then it might feature revised
had faithfully followed the serial since the who had always loved the show. and truncated versions of classic Doctor
episode “An Unearthly Child” had been Although Philip had worked for Amblin, Who stories. If that happened, it might
repeated on the thirtieth of November unfortunately this film was to have no make this film basically a reboot of the
1963.
I was someone who would input from Steven Spielberg has had franchise rather than as a continuation of
endeavour to see each episode as it was originally been rumoured. The film was the narrative which had started with “An
transmitted and for this to happen lots of going to be a standalone production Unearthly Child.” However, it became
sacrifices had to be made. Doctor Who which would serve as a backdoor pilot for clear that with Sylvester McCoy appearing
was a part of my life during my primary a proposed new Doctor Who series, which at the beginning of the film, it was a
School years; my secondary
continuation of the franchise
school days; my time at
rather than a reboot.
university and college and
during all of my first and part
I think this was a
There was a lot of publicity surrounding this Personally,
of my second professional
mistake and that I would
telemovie and in fact I managed to buy and
jobs. Although I liked some
personally have rather had
eras more than others – the
both the TV Movie and the
watch a VHS version of it before it was
same could be said of Doctors
subsequent Russell T. Davies
- it remained a part of my life
series a reimagining of what
screened on BBC1.
until 1989. That was the year
had gone before. I feel that
the BBC decided to stop
this would have protected the
making the programme. At
heritage of the show. It would
first it was supposed to be for a short time if successful could last for at least five also have quite legitimately allowed all the
but as the years wore on, the fans began years.
baggage of the preceeding twenty-six
to wonder if it would ever come back.
years to be jettisoned and would not have
And if it did, would it be genuinely better There was great excitement about this produced some of the problems that have
than it had been in the recent past or development and there was hope that arisen in the eleventh and twelfth
would a reinvention sully the history of although made on another continent, it seasons. Already with the two Peter
what had gone before? There seemed to would mean the programme might once Cushing films and the comic strips and
be several false starts, and there was the again have a place in the schedules. In the several of the novelisations and the
chance that if it was to return it would be weeks leading up to the transmission original Doctor Who novels, there already
as a film as opposed to a TV series.
there were some rather outlandish existed a variety of alternative histories of
rumours about the tone and content of the Doctor’s adventures. Why not one
Finally, the fans were to receive some the television movie that some of us older more?
good news. There was to be a Doctor fans rather hoped would not come to
Who TV film made in Canada, which was pass. We learnt also that if there were to There was a lot of publicity surrounding
ISSUE 38 | WHOTOPIA | 9

this telemovie and in fact I managed to science fiction television shows, Doctor about? How would it match up to the
buy and watch a VHS version of it before it Who could go just about anywhere and sixties Daleks films which, while based on
was screened on BBC1. I would have anywhen. I was curious what alien beings two BBC serials, had important differences
bought the VHS eventually anyway and it this film would feature. Right from its in tone and presentation? In the seventies
was tempting to see it just slightly ahead earliest days the show had been known – around the Christmas period, a story from
of transmission. I knew little about Paul against creator Sydney Newman’s the most recent season would be
McGann at the time, not
transmitted as a complete
having watched him in any of
adventure with sometimes
his
previous
films
or
some scenes removed. These
television series.
I was
omnibus
editions
were
For the fans, there was much riding on the
interested that they had
welcomed, although as usual I
chosen to go along the line of
have preferred the
success of this film. Would it connect with a would
a younger Doctor as they had
stories chosen were from the
modern audience or not?
done with Peter Davison all
Doctor’s more distant past. But
these years before. I liked his
they were missing what was
long hair and costume which
one of the programmes greatest
I thought fitted in very well
ingredients – the cliff-hangers.
with what had gone before.
The character’s costume was in line with instructions – for its bug-eyed monsters. And then there was “The Five Doctors”
what I felt the Doctor should look like.
Would we be meeting new ones, or would which was originally transmitted as a
we be encountering some of the old television movie. It was one of my
But where and when was the story to be favourites?
favourite stories, and unlike the omnibus
set? I greatly enjoyed the TV serials when
editions, it was a story which was not
one story was set in various locations both For the fans, there was much riding on the originally shown in an episodic format but
in time and space like “The Keys of success of this film. Would it connect with seemed to be a perfect celebration of the
Marinus”, “The Chase” and “The Dalek a modern audience or not? Had Doctor programme’s first twenty years.
Masterplan.”
Stories like these Who been absent from our screens for too
demonstrated to me that unlike most long that he had basically been forgotten Towards the end of the 1980s Doctor Who
10 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 38

started to be made basically on video
tape. Although this meant that episodes
no longer had the jarring effect of being
made on a mixture of videotape and film, I
always felt, it made the production look
cheap. The upcoming TV Movie was going
to be made on film which meant that
right from the start it had a much glossier
look than the last episode of
“Survival.”

that there was still an appetite for the
programme in the United Kingdom.
Whether or not a series would have
scored the same high numbers each week
is debateable. Remember while the first
episode of the thirteenth Doctor’s reign
had high ratings these good numbers kept
going down and down for every

However, I thought that was achieved at
the expense of the characters. While the
actors playing the various roles were
uniformly exceptionally good, it seemed
too little time was spent on the audience
getting to know them. The only characters
that were fleshed out in any way were
both the Doctors, the Master, Grace and
Chang Lee. I always enjoyed
seeing the Doctor interacting
with an interesting group of
characters, but the film was
a battle between the
Geoffrey Sax’s direction was excellent, and basically
Doctor and the Master. To be
there were several interesting occasions when honest we had seen that
scenario played out several
one scene cleverly morphed into another.
times before and in more
interesting ways.

After the long wait for the
show’s return, the high
expectations of the fans could
not possibly be met. It would
have been almost impossible
to have produced a story
which pleased every fan who
watched it. The fans wanted
to like it because most were
acutely aware that one of the
main reasons for the show’s cancellation subsequent episode of that series.
in 1989 was the constant fan criticism. If
even the fans didn’t like it, why should the Geoffrey Sax’s direction was excellent, and
BBC continue to make it?
there were several interesting occasions
when one scene cleverly morphed into
UK Broadcast ratings were good - over another. There was also a plentiful supply
nine million viewers tuned in to watch. of extras employed throughout the
This was a far better figure than the show production, which helped to make it look
had during its last few years. It showed more like a cinema film than a TV movie.

Although the Dalek voices
appeared in the opening
moments, we did not get to see them in
their casings as it were. The Old Master
too was only seen for a few seconds. I felt
that the audience -particularly newcomers
- should have seen this acted out. I feel
that if this had been shown rather than
told, it would have made a much more
exciting opening.

ISSUE 38 | WHOTOPIA | 11

The opening of the TV movie was rather
strange. Voice-over narration for Doctor
Who was rare in the original series with
only really there being Marco Polo’s
narration in the fourth adventure and the
Fourth Doctor’s narration in “The Deadly
Assassin.” And while I would say that Paul
McGann has an excellent speaking voice, I
felt that the opening narration should
have been spoken by Sylvester McCoy
because he was playing the Doctor in
these early moments of the movie.

There were no real monsters in the film
apart from the snake form of the Master
which I sadly did not find all that
convincing. I feel that it was a huge
mistake not to have original aliens
somewhere in the mix, as these inevitably
would have drawn media interest.

The show also is about time travel and
although the adventure was set a few
years into the future, I felt that 1999 was
not different enough from 1996 to make it
something other than a present-day
Talking of the inclusion of Sylvester adventure.
McCoy, while his presence
in the film did link to the
unfolding narrative of
Doctor Who, I felt that it
was one of the film’s
greatest mistakes. I know
many
fans
were
disappointed Colin Baker
did not return to the show
to
perform
the
regeneration, and they
would not have been
happy if they had similarly
not witnessed on film the
McCoy
to
McGann
regeneration. However,
these early sequences
must have confused a
number of new viewers.
But one positive thing that
happened was by the
viewers
seeing
the
regeneration
for
themselves it cemented
the fact that the McCoy
Doctor turned into the
McGann Doctor. This meant that Paul
McGann could not have been easily On the other hand, I would say that the
written out of Who history if it had not story was more realistic and believable
happened. A definite plus.
than so many of the recent adventures
had been. To begin with, the film gave the
The TV Movie tried to keep at least three impression that it was more influenced by
different groups happy. One group who American action-adventure series like
had followed the show until the end of Miami Vice than a BBC made science
“Survival” and another group who were fiction show.
The car chases were
new to the franchise. Then in addition we remarkably effective and thrilling and I
had those who had stopped watching the particularly enjoyed the scene when the
show before the Seventh Doctor appeared motorbike rider entered the TARDIS on his
and were watching now because the bike stayed for a moment and then left it
name Doctor Who stirred in them very a few seconds later.
happy memories of days gone by.
Doctor Who was also a series known for
One of the things that the Doctor Who its humour. Granted through the years
franchise is well known for is its monsters. the humour has taken on many forms and
12 | WHOTOPIA | ISSUE 38

has played a greater or lesser part in the
proceedings.
Both the Hartnell and
Troughton Doctors could be quite
humorous on occasions rather more than
the Third Doctor who was played by an
actor best known up until then for his
range of comedy voices. For the first two
Doctors the humour arose naturally and
was very much a part of their characters.
It has often been difficult to get the right
balance in Doctor Who as regards humour
and I felt that the TV Movie rather
downplayed this ingredient.
There was a level of
violence in the film
much more pronounced
than there had been in
the series, hence the
editing of the movie
before the VHS release.
While there were lots of
dead bodies in it,
because we did not get
a chance to ” get to
know” these characters,
their deaths ended up
meaning very little to
the viewers.

Both Grace and Chang
Lee died during the
course of the adventure
but rather than let
them
remain
so,
Matthew Jacobs chose
to
have
them
resurrected by the end
of the film. Thus began
a practice in Doctor
Who, which carried into the modern series
- that people who die do not always stay
dead. In the classic series, the Doctor lost
many friends along the way including his
companions Katarina, Sara Kingdom, and
Adric. The question has to be asked, why
did he not go back in time and stop their
deaths from happening as he did in the
movie with regards to Grace and Chang
Lee? I have often felt that films which kill
off characters only to bring them back to
life at the end, are not playing fair with
their audiences.
On one level, the TV movie is a battle
between good versus evil and we know
that evil will rarely be overcome unless
there are sacrifices along the way. I would

have preferred it if Grace and Chang Lee
had not been brought back to life at the
end – but perhaps that would have made
for rather depressing viewing. The only
main character in the film who seemed to
die was the Master and all fans know that
he, while appearing at various times to
have finally died, does not stay that way
for long.
Perhaps the saving of Grace and Chang
Lee was inevitable because one of the
themes of the TV movie was
“resurrection,” going by the images during
the scenes in the morgue. The scenes
with the regenerated Doctor were
effectively intercut with scenes from the
original Frankenstein movie.
I was
interested to discover recently that these
were not in the original script.
And it is on the original
script I lay the blame for
the perceived failure of
the movie. It was simply
not engaging enough.
Sure, the world was in
peril and the Doctor had
to try and save it, a
theme that has been
repeated several times in
the new series.
The
kissing scenes while very
controversial at the time,
seem less important
now.
Another
controversial element of
the film was the revelation that the
Doctor was half-human. As far as I am
concerned the controversy arises there
because we had an alien who was halfhuman in another TV show – Star Trek –
and so it was unnecessary to include it as
part of the Doctor Who franchise as well.
On the other hand, what was refreshing
was to have as the Doctor’s main
companion a lady who was slightly older
than most of his more recent ones had
been. In some ways Grace reminded me
of Barbara Wright – both being strong,
capable career women.
The musical score was impressive, and I
liked the fact classical music was included
in the soundtrack alongside more
futuristic tunes. The title sequence for me
was rather disappointing as it did not look

as good as the Seventh Doctor’s one, and I would continue in comic strip, novel, and
would have liked to have seen a picture of audio form.
Paul McGann in the titles as was the case
in the Second to Seventh Doctors’ eras.
When Doctor Who returned in 2005 it was
decided that it too was to be a
As regards Paul McGann, I took to him continuation of the story that had begun
immediately as the Doctor. He looked like in 1963. The Eighth Doctor, despite his
the Doctor; he spoke like the Doctor: and short television career, was made a
he had interesting facets to his personality genuine part of the Doctor’s lifeline. And I
which made him distinctive. He seemed am sure that I was not the only one to be
otherworldly at times, and he was the delighted to see Paul McGann playing the
only Doctor who seemed to be so imbued Eighth Doctor again in “The Night of The
with the sheer joy of life. He was also the Doctor” which for me was the highlight of
most affectionate Doctor, and I enjoyed the fiftieth anniversary celebrations,
the fact he had a gift of knowing what was although I would rather have had him
going to happen in the future to some of take the place of the War Doctor in “The
the people he met.
His long hair Day of the Doctor.”
reminded me of the First Doctor; his love
of vehicles reminded me of the Third; I had the good fortune to meet Paul
while like the Fourth there were the jelly McGann himself at a convention and after
chatting to him in a
small group of other
fans it was obvious to
me, he still had a great
fondness for the part
and if he could, he
would love to play the
Eighth Doctor again.

babies in his pocket. There were “kisses
to the past” particularly in the scene
where he obtains his outfit. I would have
to say that the Eighth Doctor played the
part in a way that made him ultimately a
rather believable character.
Eric Roberts gave a much more
flamboyant performance as The Master
particularly in his final moments – but
where did he obtain the costume he wore
at the end?
The TV movie came and went. The fans
learnt that there was not to be a TV series
coming out of it after all. It had simply not
been popular enough in America.
However. the Eighth Doctor was not quite
the George Lazenby of the Doctor Who
world, fading into the mists of time after
this film appearance. His adventures

Sadly, he was not asked
back to spearhead the
new series. I find it
interesting that to me
the Eighth and Ninth
Doctors look more
similar in appearance
than any other pairs of
Doctors do. Also, it is strange that there
was a line in the TV movie mentioning the
Second Coming. Christopher Eccleston
met Russell T. Davies when he starred in
the TV serial called The Second Coming
before landing the part of the Doctor.
As far as I am concerned one of the great
disappointments is how little TV screen
time the Eighth Doctor got.
There were to be many more years
between the TV Movie and the triumphal
return of Doctor Who to television as a
long-term show. Was the TV Movie a
necessary bridge between what some
have called classic and new Who? Who
can say – but what I can state is that, for
all its faults, I enjoyed it. I was glad that it
got made and that it introduced the fans
to the very likeable Eighth Doctor.
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At the beginning of the Space Year Two of the early Big Finish CDs with Doctors 5Thousand, things were not looking great in 7 (part of later became known as the
the Doctor Who world.
“Monthly Range” but then they were the
only range). I liked them just fine — good,
The 1996 Paul McGann TV movie, which solid, traditional storytelling returning to
seemed like the one big chance to revive the Doctor Who universe, voiced by the
the series, got really good ratings in the original actors from TV.
U.K. but not good enough in the U.S. Fans
held out hope, but the option to make What really caught my attention in midfurther episodes in partnership with the 2000, though, was the announcement that
Fox Network and Universal petered out McGann would be joining the Big Finish
quietly, and the BBC didn’t want to fold. The “current” Doctor — whose
bankroll Doctor Who on its own.
chance to show what he could do with the
role had been cruelly snuffed out after
In many ways, fandom post-TVM returned about an hour of screen time — was
to status quo: VHS releases, Doctor Who returning to get a fair crack of the whip.
Magazine and original novels (now
published by BBC Books rather than Virgin From 2001 to the start of the revived TV
Publishing) filled the gap for those who series in 2005, the Eighth Doctor audios
still needed a regular dose of the Doctor in felt like “proper” Doctor Who. No offense
their lives.
to the other Doctors (especially Colin
Baker, who finally got the scripts he
Others, like me, drifted away. Hardcore
fans of the Eighth Doctor novels series will
disagree (probably vehemently), but I
found the ones I read to be unengaging
and overly complicated in an attempt to
be “adult.” There seemed to be little
connection to McGann’s charismatic
portrayal of the character as a Byronic
adventurer in space and time.

The Eighth Doctor
audios felt like
“proper” Doctor Who.

I still bought the occasional videotape of a
classic episode, if it was one that had a
good reputation, and I hadn’t seen it yet.
(The TVM wasn’t commercially available in
North America until a DVD release in 2011
— never on VHS.) As someone in the U.S.
outside of a major metro area, a DWM
sighting was akin to spotting Elvis down
the chip shop, so that wasn’t really an
option.

deserved as the Sixth Doctor), but all of
them had a definitive end point in their
adventures. The Eighth Doctor did not,
and writers used that to full advantage.

From the Zagreus arc to the Divergent
Universe and then back to Earth, his
travels with Charlotte “Charley” Pollard
(India Fisher) through the monthly range
included some of the best stories from Big
Maybe my love faded because Doctor Finish — and, granted, a few clunkers, but
Who felt like a mere shadow of its former that’s Doctor Who for you.
glory, and I needed to let it go.
When the new TV series became a huge
I can’t recall the first time I heard about hit, BBC Radio 7 (later redubbed BBC
Big Finish Productions and its audio Doctor Radio 4 Extra) commissioned a Big Finish
Who adventures. I was familiar with some series in 2006 that had a similar 45-minute
of the names behind them — such as Gary format, with the Eighth Doctor alongside
Russell and Nicholas Briggs — due to their the ever-sassy Lucie Miller (Sheridan
fandom connections but also because a Smith). Like Charley, Lucie turned out to
friend had sent me a few cassettes of be one of the best companions in any
Audio Visuals stories from the 1980s. media, and the serialized nature of her
(Hard to fathom those analog days now.) four seasons with the Doctor allowed both
to have plenty of character growth.
Through a U.S. source, I purchased a few

Epic 16-part box sets followed from there:
“Dark
Eyes,”
“Doom
Coalition,”
“Ravenous” and (now in progress)
“Stranded.” The current and longstanding
TARDIS team of the Doctor, Liv Chenka
(Nicola Walker) and Helen Sinclair (Hattie
Morahan) is among the strongest
anywhere in the Doctor Who universe —
three intelligent, adult friends traveling
together with a strong bond of friendship
and adventure.
In a separate series, the Eighth Doctor also
gets involved in the Time War. What was
originally just one box set as a “prequel”
to the War Doctor adventures starring the
late, great John Hurt extended to four so
far, with more possible in the future.
Throughout his audio stories, the Doctor
has experienced both the highest highs
and the lowest lows, visiting some dark
places that sometimes dim but never
extinguish the enthusiasm and charm that
we saw in the TV movie 25 years ago. As
an actor, McGann has shown the full
range of his talents in the role — just as he
had hoped to do if a full Doctor Who
series had been commissioned in 1996.

Would McGann have been invited back for
the 50th anniversary minisode “Night of
the Doctor” if not for his Big Finish stories?
Perhaps, but I’m sure that playing the role
for 13 years on audio helped him slip back
into it more easily. Plus, showrunner
Steven Moffat even wrote a shout-out to
the Eighth Doctor’s Big Finish companions
into the script, so that felt awesome for
those of us who recognized those names
all too well. (There’s a strong argument
that McGann should have been the “War
Doctor” in “Day of the Doctor,” but that’s
a topic for another piece!)
As of mid-2021, McGann has starred in (or
is slated to star in) more than 130 Big
Finish stories, including appearances in
multi-Doctor anniversary specials such as
“The Light at the End” and “The Legacy of
Time” as well as guest appearances in
other series such as The War Master and
Susan’s War.
The guy who worried he’d be the “George
Lazenby of Doctor Who” has enjoyed a
second life that he (and we) never could
have imagined. Long may he continue.
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In May 1996, Paul McGann's Eighth Doctor potential to be a fantastic Doctor. here, and it makes for a phenomenal new
made his triumphant debut in what's Beginning with the story's opening beginning for the Eighth Doctor.
come to be known as the TV Movie. "He's minutes, in which McGann is by himself
back, and it's about time," proclaimed one plus sound effects, McGann takes back the But what is the Doctor without a
of its promotional taglines. Except, of role and really makes it his own. If one companion? The companion here is
course, he wasn't as a new series was, ever needed a single moment for proof Charley Pollard, with India Fisher (later to
thanks in no small part to the complicated that McGann makes an exceptional become to UK TV viewers as the voice of
production deal that allowed the TV Doctor, they need look no farther than the Masterchef) making her debut as Charley
Movie's production in the first
Pollard, the young "Edwardian
place. Though McGann would
adventuress" who will soon
narrate a pair of Doctor Who
become companion to the
audiobooks
(including
an
He’s back, and it’s about time. Eighth Doctor. Fisher plays
abridgment of the movie's
Charley with a fine sense of
novelization), it looked as
adventure who finds herself
though his entire tenure as the
caught up in an adventure
Doctor would be his single on-screen speech he gives to the characters of bigger then she could ever imagine as her
appearance. That would change, in Charley and Frayling early in Part Three. In disguising herself as a cabin boy brings her
January 2001 when, nearly five years after that moment alone lies one of the finest into contact with state secrets, aliens, and,
his single night on television, McGann performances you're ever going to find in of course, our favorite Time Lord. Fisher’s
would return to the role in “Storm Doctor Who, regardless of your medium of strengths are also brought out thanks to
Warning” from Big Finish.
choice. McGann also shares some fine an immediate chemistry with McGann,
chemistry with his fellow cast members, with the two of them building a rapport
If “Storm Warning” demonstrates nothing especially India Fisher as Charley. across the story. All of which helps to sell
else, it proves that McGann had the McGann's potential was put to full use Charley's debut as a companion.
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“Storm Warning” is also blessed
with an excellent supporting
cast as well. Joining the
supporting cast is actor Gareth
Thomas (better known to
science fiction fans as the title
character in the BBC's Blake's 7,
later resurrected on audio by
Big Finish the following decade)
as Lord Tamworth, Britain's
Minister of the Air, who comes
across as a man trying to do the
right thing for his King and
country. The cast is rounded off
by nice performances from
some of Big Finish's repertory
company of the era, including
Nicholas
Pegg,
Barnaby
Edwards, and Helen Goldwyn as
the alien Triskelies. All round,
it's a strong supporting cast,
helping establish a standard
that is still a part of the
company's output today.
“Storm Warning” also has some excellent
post-production work going in its favor as
well. The sound design and music by
Alistair Lock is a fantastic piece of work
and helps to give the story an epic feeling,
particularly the score which has a really
strong orchestral feel to it. There is also
the version of the Doctor Who Theme
arranged by the noted film composer
David Arnold (whose credits include
science fiction films Stargate and
Independence Day), which, while perhaps
not the best arrangement of the theme
ever done, is still an interesting take on a
classic theme. As strong as the
performances are, it's the sound design
that truly sells the story, and this stands as
a fine piece of work even with the passage
of nearly two decades.
Finally, there's the script by Alan Barnes.
Barnes, who had supervised the first
Eighth Doctor comic stories for Doctor
Who Magazine, proved to be an excellent
choice for scripting this first audio
adventure for this Doctor as well. Barnes'
script builds upon Doctor Who's traditions
for using historical events as a jumping off
point for a story and uses it to significant
effect. By basing his tale on the famed
airship the R101, one of the last such
vessel’s built in the midst of the inter-war
airship boom, it infuses that unfortunate

piece of the past with an
excellent science fiction twist.
It's also something which
gives the story a ticking clock,
for as the hour to the airship's
eventual fate gets nearer, the
listener is left wondering how
things will end.

October, 1930. His Majesty’s Airship R101,
sets off on her maiden voyage to the
farthest-flung reaches of the British
Empire, carrying the brightest lights of
the Imperial fleet. Carrying the hopes and
dreams of a breathless nation.
Not to mention a ruthless spy with a topsecret mission, a mysterious passenger
who appears nowhere on the crew list, a
would-be adventuress destined for the
Singapore Hilton... and a Time Lord from
the planet Gallifrey.
There’s a storm coming. There’s
something unspeakable, something with
wings, crawling across the stern.
Thousands of feet high in the blackening
sky, the crew of the R101 brace
themselves. When the storm breaks, their
lives won’t be all that’s at stake…
The future of the galaxy will be hanging
by a thread.
The Doctor Paul McGann
Charlotte Pollard India Fisher
Chief Steward Weeks Hylton Collins
Rathbone Barnaby Edwards
Triskele Helen Goldwyn
Lt. Col. Frayling Nicholas Pegg
Lord Tamworth Gareth Thomas
Director Gary Russell
Executive Producer Jacqueline Rayner
Music by Alistair Lock
Producer Gary Russell & Jason HaighEllery

The story also acts as the setup to a major arc that would
feature throughout many of
the Eighth Doctor's early
audio
adventures.
The
question
of
Charley’s
surviving the disaster and its
effects upon the web of time
would reach their zenith with
“Neverland” and “Zagreus”
the following year, but Barnes
neatly sets things in motion.
Indeed, it’s hard not to listen
to “Storm Warning” now and
recognize pre-echoes of the companioncentric arcs that have become such a part
of modern Who since 2005. All told,
Barnes' script gives the audio adventures a
phenomenal start both as a one-off
adventure story and setting up the major
story arcs to follow.
"He's back and it's about time!" came true
this time around, as “Storm Warning”
proved to be a new beginning for the
adventures of the Eighth Doctor. How
could it not be with McGann's triumphant
return, the introduction of Fisher as
Charley, not to mention its sound design
and script? There would be three more
stories to follow in the opening salvo of
Eighth Doctor audios, including a
Cybermen story and a cringe-inducing
journey to the American South with overthe-top accents and the Brigadier. Even
so, “Storm Warning” marked a new
beginning for the Eighth Doctor. For it’s
with this story, as much as the TV Movie
nearly five years before, if not more so,
that the Eighth Doctor's adventures truly
began.
And after two decades, with journeys into
divergent universes, the Time War, and
getting “Stranded” on 21st-century Baker
Street, they show no signs of ending
anytime soon.
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In memory of Whotopia’s long-standing
contributor Gary Phillips, this column picks up
from where ‘Dalek’s Advocate’ left off, with a
serious – and sometimes not so serious –
rethink of those characters and stories which
have attracted opprobrium. And, as the
column title suggests, even in the downright
awful there are nuggets of goodness to be
found.

The Doctor’s revelatory comment, made
to a virtual stranger at a New Year’s
gathering, might be dismissed as frivolous
party chatter, or a flippant remark to stir
fan gossip. However, notwithstanding the
Master’s later confirmation, throughout
the series we’ve had hints that the
Doctor’s heritage is more complex than his
time-traveller context would suggest, and
one which the TV Movie’s Philip Segal was

They say you should
quit when you’re at the
top. I hope the same is
true of this column. It’s
been a pleasure to run
‘The Curate’s Egg’ over
the last few years. It
really does feel like only
yesterday that I was
writing my first
instalment for
Whotopia 28 and
wondering how to
defend the season-long
epic The Trial of a Time
Lord (1986).

Pre-TV Movie
In the first episode of Doctor Who we find
two exiled time travellers, an older man
known as the Doctor and his
granddaughter Susan. As the series
unfolds, we discover other similar
travellers in time (e.g. the Monk), before
the Doctor’s and Susan’s people are finally
revealed in the concluding episode of The
War Games (1969).
Over the next twenty
years, the Doctor is
variously an
unwilling agent of
the all-mighty Time
Lords, a (framed)
wanted criminal for
the assassination of
the Time Lord
President, a runaway
Time Lord President,
and a defendant in
yet another trumped
up trial. Then, in the
final years of the
original series,
Andrew Cartmel’s
‘masterplan’ begins to
weave (or should I say
‘loom’ given Marc
Platt’s 1997 novel
Lungbarrow), a new
twist to the Doctor’s
backstory, one where he is no ordinary
Time Lord exile.

“… it’s reasonable to say that the heritage of the
Doctor has been subject to change…
for as long as the series has been running.”

Since then, I’ve dug up
all manner of unloved
gems, including a zombie
caretaker and a cactoid
villain, rubbery monsters
and the opinions of
fandom. One of my
favourite topics, the origins of the Doctor,
first cropped up in Whotopia 36 where I
briefly looked at some of the ideas raised
in The Timeless Children (2020). This
issue’s column – the final instalment of
‘The Curate’s Egg’ – explores the same
topic, only this time from the standpoint
of the 1996 TV Movie and its canonshattering claim that the Doctor is half
human, on his mother’s side.
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keen to exploit.

To explore Segal’s approach, I’ll first
sketch some of the Doctor’s heritage preTV Movie, followed by his even more
varied history post-TV Movie. With these
points in bag, I’ll set out some thoughts on
the ‘half human’ comment and explain
why I think it makes the TV Movie a
ground-breaking effort.

Post-TV Movie
Since the TV Movie, we’ve had several
additions to the Doctor’s history. He’s
been ‘humanised’ by a chameleon arch
and faced up to one of the great
challenges of the human condition,

“By claiming that the Doctor is not just a Time Lord… Segal’s TV Movie is making a
break with the past as distinctive as the Doctor’s call for help in The War Games.”
romantic engagement (Human Nature /
The Family of Blood, 2007). He’s
referenced fatherhood (Fear Hear, 2006)
and a godmother (Vincent and the Doctor,
2010), and in The Timeless Children (2020)
the Doctor is the mainspring for the entire
Time Lord race.

to change and reform for as long as the
series has been running. I’d also suggest
that there’s been more change post-TV
Movie, which is why I think the Doctor’s
one-line revelation on New Year’s Eve
1999 is possibly the most important line in
the history of Doctor Who.

It’s perfectly possible, then, for the
Doctor’s background to be far more
complicated than the traditional picture of
an exile in a stolen time machine would
suggest. Indeed, the most recent
development in Series Twelve’s finale is
arguably the most striking, as the Doctor’s
place in Gallifreyan society is reimagined
again, whilst still leaving his actual
beginnings as shrouded as they were on
that first foggy evening in Totter’s Yard.

It’s a line which is pregnant with
possibility. For example, I’m minded of
Star Trek’s Mr Spock and his Vulcanhuman parentage. Here, the steely logic of
the Enterprise’s famous science officer is
tempered by the emotional legacy of his
human mother. Might the Doctor fit a
similar mould? After all, as an alien from a
far-off time and place, why is he so Earthcentred? Why risk lives and limbs for an
insignificant blue-green planet orbiting an
unremarkable star on the edge of the
Stellian Galaxy?

Canon Cracker

I think it’s reasonable to say that the
This might sound crazy, but I don’t think
Doctor’s personal history has been subject it’s an impossible line of thought. Having

some degree of human heritage might
answer a lot of queries about the Doctor’s
actions over the years. His link to Earth,
for example, would not be driven simply
by curiosity but also by genuine familial
connexion. It might also account for why
he invites so many Earthlings to join him
in his travels, despite the perennial issue
of their comparatively ephemeral
lifespans, not to mention general
vulnerability and lack of space-time savvy.
There is a wider point here, however. By
claiming that the Doctor is not just a Time
Lord, but also part-human, Segal’s TV
Movie is making a break with the past as
distinctive as the Doctor’s call for help in
The War Games. Indeed, in the same way
as Cartmel’s ‘Other’ hints at a history that
is more complex than what was previously
known, the TV Movie gives us a fresh twist
to energise the series.
In short, what we have is canon shifting
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moment, where all that’s gone before
gets turned on its head. I know some
fans may prefer to forget it ever
happened, but it did, and it’s long since
become part of the broader storytelling
matrix of the series. What’s more, it’s
helped to give rise to a new sort of
time-travelling maverick, who was as
much a mystery in 1996 as he was
when he first regenerated in 1966.

Matryoshka
This is how I look at it. If it’s just a party
line (which the Master’s retinal scan
would seem to deny), then it’s still
given us enough fuel to fire up the fan
forums for years – and good healthy
discussion is one of the joys of fandom.
On the other hand, assuming it’s true,
it leaves us with all sorts of fantastic
curios about the Doctor’s background,
enough to rewire a season or two and
feed yet more character debate in the
process.
But, more than anything else, it’s a
ground-breaking line, which has helped
sow the seeds for a new style of Doctor
Who almost ten years before the
current series was relaunched. A series
where, Gallifrey can be destroyed, and
a humble exile can tilt at the gods and
give rise to a race of timeless children.
In sum, the Doctor’s backstory is
reminiscent of a Russian matryoshka
doll, with more layers than there are
rooms in a TARDIS.
So, carp all you like. Call it nonsense or
simply dismiss it. I’m not saying it was
the best idea a Doctor Who writer has
ever had. What I’m saying is that when
Segal and his team were trying to
reboot the series for a new audience,
they recognised that the format had to
be re-explored. A brand-new series,
which took up from where Season
Twenty-Six left off, as though the
intervening seven years had never
happened, would have been sheer
hubris. To persist, Doctor Who needed
to adapt yet again, to shift its compass
and find new bearings.
In a furtive aside, at a party in San
Francisco in 1999, it found them.
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Doctor Who, much like The Doctor, is engaged
in a constant process of renewal and
adaptation. A process that requires
maintaining a link to the past to preserve its
identity. Fandom felt cheated when we were
denied a regeneration scene featuring Colin
Baker in the eighties, and the TV Movie sought
to establish its canonicity through the
inclusion of Sylvester McCoy. “The Night of
The Doctor” is an attempt to repair some of
the damage of the wilderness years and
bridge the gap between the more fantastical
new series and its more science fiction styled
progenitor. There is little narrative;
consequently, we need to assess it on the
action, dialogue,
iconography, and genre
tropes. The short story,
at just under seven
minutes, is split into two
scenes.

witches who brew a potion/elixir and seem to
magically bring the Doctor back from the
dead. The second scene is also where the
regeneration happens. Instantaneous
morphing and changing bodies such as
werewolves and vampires have long been a
staple of fantasy literature, and cannot easily
be explained by scientific explanations,
although the series has attempted to do this
in “Underworld” and “Mawdryn Undead”. The
Doctor’s regeneration here is unusual as it is
not simply an eruption from within, but is very
much driven by external motivations and
forces

Usually, the Doctor cannot control this
process, but here we not only see him choose
but agonize over his choice. He is at war with
himself, torn between pacifism and fighting in
the time war, which provides a stark contrast
to his regeneration in “The War Games”.
Troughton’s Doctor implored the Timelords,
“There are some corners of the universe
which have bred the most terrible things.
Things which act against everything we
believe in. They must be fought”. People
change their minds and adopt new attitudes,
but there is little indication of how this came
about.
Perhaps it was the fourth
Doctor’s hesitance over
destroying the entire
Dalek race in “Genesis of
the Daleks”, a possible
prelude to the Time War,
that brought about this
change of heart. Maybe
this event was in the
Doctor’s mind when he
regenerated into the fifth
Doctor causing him to
take a more pacifist
attitude in his next
regeneration. It is this
questioning and criticism of the self and the
protagonist’s place in the world that is a
staple of much fantastical literature.

The transforming qualities of the elixir of life
can be likened to the potion in Robert Louis
Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde.

The first scene is laden
with science fiction
tropes and iconography.
Set in space on a
spaceship, presumably in
the future, although we
are unclear of the date,
with, despite
appearances, an alien. The dialogue sets the
scene around the Time War between the
Timelords and the Daleks. The narrative thrust
of the first sequence is more action-driven like
the classic series compared to the more
dramatic, dialogue-driven and fantastical
second half. The fact that this sequence
comes first and Paul McGann’s Doctor links
the two sequences means this scene could be
considered symbolic of the progression from
the Classic series into the New series
represented by the second scene with
McGann’s Doctor providing the connective
tissue for both as he progresses from one
scene to the other.
The second section featuring The Sisterhood
of Karn contains more fantastical tropes. The
Sisterhood essentially being a coven of alien

There are many allusions to fantastical
literature in this scene. The transforming
qualities of the elixir of life can be likened to
the potion in Robert Louis Stevenson’s Jekyll
and Hyde. Moreover, we can draw further
fantastical literary allusions by noting that The
Sisterhood of Karn’s first appearance was in
“The Brain of Morbius”, an adaptation of
Frankenstein which also confronts the theme
of mortality. The cave setting and the phrase
“physician heal thy self” lends biblical tones to
the second half like much of the Russell T.
Davies era. Out of all of this, neither feels
grounded in a reality familiar to us which is
something that could be said of both science
fiction and fantasy, but it is meant to be in our
universe.

Many of the details that I have pointed to as
fantastical are also present in episodes of Star
Trek, Blakes 7 and various sci-fi films, but this
does not make them or Doctor Who fantasy
per se. My point has not been that Doctor
Who is fantasy as opposed to Sci-Fi, but that it
has evolved from its more science fiction
beginnings to something more fantastical, and
that “The Night of The Doctor”, intentionally
or not, is a symbolic meta-recognition and
commentary on the constantly evolving
nature of the series, while also being a
recognition of the loss of a superb Doctor in
McGann, a casualty of the Wilderness years.

The main focus, though, is on regeneration.
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or many fans of Doctor Who, the
Eighth Doctor (Paul McGann) may be
an incarnation that is often consigned
to the back of the mind. Not quite ‘Classic
Who,’ not quite ‘NuWho,’ but somewhere
in-between. However, there is a lot more
to Paul McGann’s Eighth Doctor, than
what might, initially, spring to mind.
Back in 1996, one of the main hopes that
Doctor Who: The Movie would
accomplish, was an on-screen reboot and
revival of Doctor Who. That of course,
actually only really happened in 2005,
when Doctor Who materialized back on to
our screens with Russell T. Davies at the
helm. But when Doctor Who: The Movie
debuted, there had already been a sevenyear hiatus in the franchise. Prior to that,
the last episode, ‘Survival,’ had been

Whilst this can be seen as a nice
connection to the human-mothered Mr.
Spock in the Star Trek franchise, the
speculation of the Doctor being halfhuman, had never been mentioned in
Doctor Who beforehand, and, as yet, has
not been touched on in ‘NuWho.’
Looking at Doctor Who: The Movie from a
‘NuWho’ perspective, it is clear how the
‘NuWho’ creative teams, but in particular
Russell T. Davies, drew on it to establish
the foundations for his era of Doctor Who.
And that is why Doctor Who: The Movie
and the Eighth Doctor are so important.
The Eighth Doctor is the first Doctor to kiss
a companion, - in this instance, it’s Grace
Holloway (Daphne Ashbrook). It could be
argued that this started the romantic
trend that has developed between the

and cybermen) locals asked what they
were. I recall explaining what the images
were, but they had never heard of Doctor
Who. In fact, I purposefully asked them
about Doctor Who: The Movie, knowing
that it was an American production. I
remember being completely surprised
that people did not remember the film.
Since then, and particularly since the
Steven Moffatt era, Doctor Who, has
become much more globally known.
Indeed, on a return visit to New York in
2013, Doctor Who was on American TV.
Moffatt cracked the American audience,
and along the way, introduced us all to the
enigmatic, sometimes Doctor, sometimes
Professor of Archaeology, River Song,
portrayed by fan favourite, Alex Kingston.
She actually first crosses paths with Paul
McGann’s Eighth Doctor in the finale of

“As mentioned, one aspect Doctor Who: The Movie brought to
the forefront of ‘the Whoniverse’ was its approach to win
over the American audience.”

broadcast in 1989. So, for fans there was
there was great momentum building
around the prospect of a return to Doctor
Who. It was also a calculated move to
introduce the concept of Doctor Who to
the American audience. It was in fact
planned as a backdoor pilot for a series of
Doctor Who to be produced in America. It
is interesting to note that whilst it was an
American co-production, it was filmed in
Vancouver, Canada. The plan was that the
subsequent series would also be made in
Vancouver. However, the film did not
have the hoped-for impact in America,
with less than six million viewers. This was
in stark contrast to the UK figures where
the audience was over nine million
viewers from a much smaller total
audience. It was clearly much more
popular in the UK although there was
some controversy about the film. For
example, the Eighth Doctor mentions that
he is half human, on his mother’s side.

Doctor and some of the companions since
the beginning of ‘NuWho.’ Initially it was
the connection between the Ninth Doctor
and Rose, then the more developed
relationship between the Tenth Doctor
and Rose. Next was the unrequited love of
Martha for the Tenth Doctor and this was
followed by the intricate and complicated
love Steven Moffatt created for the Doctor
and River Song.
As mentioned above one aspect Doctor
Who: The Movie brought to the forefront
of ‘the Whoniverse’ was its approach to
win over the American audience. To
facilitate this, the renowned American
actor, Eric Roberts, portrayed the Master
and Daphne Ashbrook (also American)
played the Eighth Doctor’s first
companion, Grace Holloway. However,
personal evidence that this was not
successful is that when I visited New York
in 2008, (wearing tee shirts with daleks

the first series of Big Finish’s audio series,
“The Diary of River Song.” They also teamup as she finds herself entwined in his
adventures in stories such as “Dark Eyes”
and “Doom Coalition.” In fact, and thanks
to companies like Big Finish, the Eighth
Doctor continues to have many
adventures, crossing paths with iconic
foes such as the Daleks and the Master.
Indeed, the Eighth Doctor is now
associated with not one, but several
incarnations of the Master, having crossed
paths with Eric Roberts’ Master, both onscreen and on audio, Alex MacQueen’s
incarnation of the Master, in “Dark Eyes”
and Derek Jacobi’s War Master in “The
War Master.”
With all these different stories involving
the Eighth Doctor, at contrasting times
and in different formats, it could be
suggested that it is hard to follow and
understand his arc. However, in 2013,
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there was another Eighth Doctor treat. As
part of the Fiftieth Anniversary season of
Doctor Who, Steven Moffatt brought
McGann’s Doctor back to the screen in
“The Night of The Doctor.” This mini
episode was released as a prequel to the
“The Day of The Doctor,” the special
anniversary episode. (On a
side note, “The Night of The
Doctor” was released a few
days earlier than originally
planned, in order to avoid an
impending leak, and by
coincidence was released on
Paul McGann’s birthday.)
In this we get to see the
Eighth Doctor regenerate on
the planet Karn, with the
assistance of Ohila (Claire
Higgins), the leader of the
Sisterhood of Karn. As the
events of “The Night of The Doctor”
unfold, we begin to get answers to the
path the Eighth Doctor has been on. In the
exchange between him and Ohila they
discuss the on-going Time War and the
contributions he has made to it. These
conversations are a key and crucial
element of this minisode (and have
subsequently been delved into in great
detail in Big Finish’s “The Eighth Doctor:
The Time War” series.) Even as he takes
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the regenerative potion Ohila asks the
Doctor what he wants his next incarnation
to be like. Fuelled with the despair he has
experienced from the Time War he
replies, “I don’t suppose there’s any need
for a Doctor anymore. Make me a
warrior.”

I personally think that “The Night of The
Doctor” is a triumph of Who-lore and
Doctor Who, and all commendation
should be, quite rightly, given to Paul
McGann and Steven Moffatt, who, in this
one minisode for the Fiftieth Anniversary
Season and celebrations
of Doctor Who, presented
the answer, to, one of the
biggest wonders of ‘the
Whoniverse’,
the
demise of the Eighth
Doctor.
I believe the Eighth
Doctor a truly fascinating
incarnation of the Doctor.
He has many mysteries
surrounding him and
although
the
movie
wasn’t picked up twentyfive years ago, he has
remained
one
of
my
favourite
incarnations.
Is the Eighth Doctor enigmatic?

“...we get to see the Eighth Doctor
regenerate on the planet Karn…”

Maybe he is?
But it is safe to say that there is more to
this Doctor and his journey that might
initially come to mind…

Now available in Canada at Amazon, Chapters Indigo & more.
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One of the most striking things about
Doctor Who’s return to television in 2005
was that every one of the writers had
experience writing Doctor Who. Not for
television, of course - at that point, the
last people who had written multiple TV
stories were Ben Aaronovitch and Ian
Briggs in 1989. However, with the end of
the program's original run, the transition
to spin-off media meant that not only
were more Doctor Who stories being told,
they were being told by a multitude of
talented writers.
Russell T. Davies, Paul Cornell and Mark
Gatiss all wrote novels for Virgin
Publishing's New Adventures line while
Steven Moffat contributed a short story to
one of Virgin's Decalog anthologies.
Cornell and Gatiss also wrote plays for Big
Finish Productions range of audio dramas,
which is where many fans first

His first Doctor Who related play was the
February 2000 installment of an
unlicensed spin-off from BBV, the
production company founded by Bill Baggs
who’ve produced a multitude of titles
featuring cast members and characters
from the program. Not unlike BBV's
beloved video releases starring Colin Baker
as The Stranger, Sylvester McCoy's
character in these audio dramas bears
more than a passing resemblance to the
Doctor. McCoy sounds quite at home in
the twisted sitcom world of Shearman's
play "Punchline", and it's a shame
Shearman never wrote an official release
for his incarnation Doctor.

The inventiveness on display in
"Punchline" and his growing reputation as
a playwright made his involvement in Big
Finish Production’s range of Doctor Who
audio dramas unsurprising. His first play
for Big
Finish,
"The Holy
The inventiveness on display in "Punchline" and
his growing reputation as a playwright made his Terror",
was
involvement in Big Finish Production’s range of
released in
November
Doctor Who audio dramas unsurprising.
of 2000.
Featuring
encountered the work of the fifth writer
Colin Baker's Doctor and Frobisher, the
for the 2005 series, Robert Shearman.
shape-shifting companion created for
Though he only wrote a single episode for Doctor Who Magazine's comic strip, in a
television, Shearman has written stories
story that evoked I, Claudius channeled
for Doctor Who across a broader range of through a horror movie, "The Holy Terror"
media than all but a handful of people.
embodied the company's willingness to
push boundaries with their early releases.
Shearman first became known as a
Though the play was reputedly Big Finish's
playwright. In the introduction to Caustic worst seller up to that point, Shearman's
Comedies, a collection of his early plays,
next play for them remains one of the
the writer estimated that he wrote
most popular and acclaimed.
approximately 60 plays from 1992 to 2001,
a figure he self-deprecatingly
In the period between the 1996 TV movie
characterized as about 45-50 too many
and the 2005 revival, getting Paul McGann
(depending on how charitable his mood is to reprise the role of the Doctor made Big
at any given time). During this period, his Finish's dramas the de facto continuation
work won several awards, including the
of Doctor Who's ongoing narrative. As a
Sunday Times Playwriting Award for
practical matter, though, many of the
1992's Easy Laughter, his unsettling take
stories in these early "seasons" were too
on a traditional family Christmas. Though indebted to the program's history to feel
it would be a stretch to suggest his longgenuinely forward looking. This made
standing love of Doctor Who influenced
Shearman's story for McGann's second
him in this period, plays like Binary
season of audio adventures, "The Chimes
Dreamers from 1996 demonstrate that
of Midnight", and its blend of traditional
"genre" elements have been an ongoing
and exploratory elements stand out all the
aspect of his work.
more.
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In his introduction to the play in a
collected edition of Big Finish scripts,
Shearman recalled, "I decided I wanted to
produce a genuine Doctor Who chiller: I
wanted to rely not on visceral horror with
guts and gore, but instead on a more
nameless, inexplicable fear." Combining
that mindset with an Edwardian setting
reminiscent of Upstairs Downstairs with a
dash of drawing-room-mystery and a
healthy sprinkle of gallows humor
demonstrated a desire to work within the
show's most enduring traditions.

the “Divergent Universe” where no
concept of time exists, the Doctor and
Charley find themselves caught in a
twisted experiment where all of their
senses except hearing are stripped away.
“Part of the joy of audio drama is…that
you have lost one of your senses," said
Shearman in a 2016 interview, and the
often disconcerting use of sound within
the play dovetails with that mindset.

At the same time, having the action be
driven by an anomally in time - something
which had been quite rare in Doctor Who
up to that point - emphasized that his take
on the program was driven by something
more than nostalgia. The same was true of
his subsequent plays for Big Finish.
“Deadline”, his 2003 play for their Doctor
Who Unbound series, took the remit of
turning the program’s history on its head
by imagining a world where it never aired
while the same year's “Jubilee” showed
new dimensions in its most iconic enemy,
the Daleks. “Jubilee”, which famously
became the basis for the TV episode
“Dalek”, was followed by another play
written for McGann's Doctor - and another
departure for Big Finish.

McGann's incarnation of the Doctor is
customarily portrayed as an affable,
romantic figure, but in "Scherzo" he
reveals another side of his persona when
Charley follows him to the Divergent
Universe despite his desire to keep her
safe. "You've betrayed me! You betrayed
all that I gave up for you. And I can't
forgive you that," he tells Charley, showing
that his Doctor's capacity for anger isn't
limited to righteous indignation. In many
respects, the dynamic between the Doctor
and Charley prefigured the approach the
program adopted when it returned to
television, and the testing of Doctor Who's
formal parameters in "Scherzo" was
echoed in later TV episodes such as
"Heaven Sent".

Following the events of “Zagreus”, the
sprawling epic, filled with returning cast
members that marked Doctor Who’s 40th
anniversary, “Scherzo” featured just two
actors, Paul McGann and India Fisher as
companion Charlotte "Charley" Pollard.
Beyond the novelty of its cast, “Scherzo” is
one of the relatively few Doctor Who
stories from Big Finish that could only
work as an audio drama. Having entered

Aside from a contribution to the anthology
release "100" in 2007, "Scherzo" was
Shearman's last Doctor Who play for Big
Finish, though, they later published some
of his other work, including the short story
collection Love Songs for the Shy and
Cynical. “The Cruel Sea”, his multi-part
story for Doctor Who Magazine's comic
strip in 2005, was followed by pieces for
the 2007 and 2008 Doctor Who Storybook

Shearman was likewise an ideal writer to
explore the emotional fall-out of the
stories preceding "Scherzo", in which the
The Doctor: I'd even go so far as to say it
Doctor sacrificed himself (or, at least,
was impossible.
attempted to) to save Charley and later
Mrs. Baddeley: Well, Edith was a very
the entire universe from annihilation.
stupid girl, Doctor. She may not have
"Radio is still the area of ambiguous
known it was impossible when she did it.
drama," he observed, and very few
Frederick: She certainly wasn't the
circumstances offer as much room for
sharpest tool in the box.
ambiguity as the space declaring your love
Mr. Shaughnessy: That's your answer
for someone and the aftermath of doing
Doctor? Mrs. Baddeley has it. Edith was so so. As the pair try to make sense of their
simple-minded that she didn't realize she
unusual surroundings and determine if
couldn't drown herself in the sink, and so
escape is possible, what they talk about or
she did.
choose not to say takes on equal
The Doctor: Mmm. What an interesting
importance as they slowly establish a new
theory.
equilibrium for their relationship.
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releases. Though he worked with Steven
Moffat to develop a story for Matt Smith's
first series as the Doctor, Shearman
ultimately decided he wanted to focus
more on his own work and bowed out
amicably. This left a chapter of the 2008
tie-in book The Story of Martha as his last
released Doctor Who work
until he got the opportunity to
adapt his script for "Dalek" for
the recently revived line of
Target novelizations.

sense of the Dalek's outward appearance. relationship with a local boy, “She’d drunk
deep from an especially shallow glass.”
“But no,” Kandinsky went on, and he
These traits have been on display
shook his head. “Even in extraterrestrial
throughout his professional work including
conditions, why would Nature select such his award-nominated 2020 short story
an unusual design? Its two arms at variant collection We All Hear Stories in the Dark.
lengths. One like a sink plunger. The other,
Considering his background in
theatre, including some plays
directed by famed dramatist
Alan Ayckbourn, it's amusing,
but also strangely fitting, that a
stage production is the one
Like the best of the original
narrative medium for which
Target novels, the prose
Robert Shearman hasn’t
iteration of "Dalek" doesn't
written a Doctor Who story.
simply transcribe the script but
According to the writer,
rather reinvents the story for
though, even that had been a
its new medium. Beyond
possibility. At a 2017
Author Robert Shearman
reworking aspects that
convention, he recalled being
wouldn't translate effectively
approached by the BBC about a
into print, the book delves deeper into the how you say, an egg whisk? It is
Doctor Who stage show a few years
characters - both their backstory and their preposterous.”
earlier. Just as that never came to pass, it
mindsets. Some of these interludes are
seems unlikely that he'll return to Doctor
humorous, like secondary antagonist
Above all, the storytelling reflects
Who. If that holds true, the quality and
Henry Van Statten's interaction with a golf Shearman's love of language and knack for variety of his work nonetheless ensures a
-loving United States President or
a telling turn of phrase, such as the
respected place for him in the program's
recounting a scientist's efforts to make
observation that during Rose's
history.
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At the start of 2018 I decided to watch every episode of Doctor three, as well as the longest. It includes the shortest story, which
Who in chronological order, at the rate of one a week. In making has no members of the regular cast, as a prequel to the longest this long commitment I hoped to
the epic “Daleks Master Plan”.
rediscover my love for the show
Everything else is four episodes, a
and understand why it continues to
more consistent structure that
“Season Three is the most diverse and
motivate and inspire me. I also
allows for experimentation and
ambitious of the first three…”
wanted to watch the story unfold
suits the two-companion model.
in context.
We range in time from Ancient
Egypt to after the Earth’s
This initiative presented some
destruction, seeing eleven planets
difficulties, not least because,
and using seven companions, two
unlike the original audience, I know
of whom perish. There is drama,
what’s going to happen. The
comedy, fantasy, space-opera, and
episodes are all familiar to me,
tragedy. We also have more
some more than others, but I won’t
political themes, addressing some
be surprised when an old enemy
of the relevant contemporary
reappears, or a companion dies.
topics, such as gender equality and
Nor will I understand or fully
racism.
appreciate references to
contemporary issues. Undoubtedly
There is a sense of challenging
there will be moments where I fail to grasp the intended
perceptions and things not being what they seem as the show
meaning but also others where I find things missed on the
makes significant changes. The Doctor is now the central
previous viewing. I have watched every series since Season 19 in character, freed from the shadow of Barbara and Ian. He is
order on the original transmission, finding the earlier stories
much more willing to act as protagonist, infiltrating the Dalek
though novelisations before I had the chance to see them.
base to steal the taranium core and opposing the regime of the
Elders. Everywhere he travels he earns and deserves respect,
Season Three
except Tombstone.
Season Three is the most diverse and ambitious of the first
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Like the other two historicals in the season “The Gunfighters”

first attempted invasion of contemporary
Earth, and it looks authentic with some
excellent location scenes. Unfortunately,
this is not supported by the plot and the
narrative contains various timing
inconsistencies. This is a trait we see in
“The Gunfighters” too.

establishes a case of mistaken identity
involving the Doctor and finishes with a
bloodbath. There the similarities end
because this should not be classed as a
historical. The established rule was that
history could not be altered. The Monk
tried and failed, although he shaped
events as the Doctor does with the Trojan
horse. “The Massacre” is careful in its
depiction of real characters and the
Doctor fails to save Anne Chaplet,
lamenting his inability to interfere. This is
a poignant moment but remember that he
saved Katrina.

The humour is also inconsistent. The
Christmas episode is ridiculous and not
funny, on audio at least, especially the
Hollywood scenes. The witty dialogue in
Donald Cotton’s two scripts soon gives
way to violence unsuitable for small
children. Dodo, intended as a schoolgirl
he is the first adversary to return. “The
Ark” also starts well, with the realisation
of the Monoids and the Refusians failing
to convince in the second half. It seems
repetitive to feature invisible species twice
in the same series and can someone
explain why the Visians aren’t named after
their planet? “Galaxy Four” has moments
of tension within its slow plot, while “The
Savages” fails to sparkle beyond the
Doctor’s passionate argument with Jano.

“The Gunfighters” dispenses with the noninterference rule entirely, being based on
previous fictional depictions of the shoot- although one who quite happily goes to
Overall, whilst the ambition of the scripts
out. Given the Doctor’s lack of knowledge nightclubs and wears a miniskirt, is a
is rarely achieved, the season is mostly
about the historical facts and lack of
casualty of this more adult approach. “The
Myth Makers” is the strongest story,
seamlessly shifting between genres with
interesting characters.
Death and destruction lie everywhere. The
first story is set on a doomed planet, the
second sees all the heroes die, the third
features the destruction of Troy and the
Daleks have a weapon capable of
destroying time. We follow that with “The
Massacre”, the end of Earth, the
Toymaker’s world which vanishes with his
defeat, the treatment of the Savages and
concern it is almost tempting to see this as Wotan’s plans to take over Earth.
an ordeal created by the Celestial
Toymaker. The accompanying ballard
Of the non-historical stories, “The Daleks
starts to irritate when it shifts from a
Master Plan” stands out, despite the
musical background to recount the plot.
Christmas interlude and the filler episodes
involving the Monk. Apart from the Daleks
With the Doctor absent for much of “The
Celestial Toymaker” and “The Massacre”,
Steven takes the lead, supported in the
latter by Dodo whose character was never
properly defined or developed. She is
quietly abandoned midway through “The
War Machines”, in favour of Ben and Polly
who are intended as the new audience
identification characters. This story is the

engaging and entertaining. These
comments are mitigated by the fact that
only three of these stories exist in their
entirety and four of them have no
complete surviving episodes.
Awards
Best Story: The Myth Makers
Best Writer: Donald Cotton
Best Regular Actor: William Hartnell (The
Doctor)
Best Supporting Actor: Nicholas Courtney
(Bret Vyon)
Best Adversary: The Daleks
Best Scene: The Doctor’s “I can’t” speech in
“The Massacre”

You can read more from Paul at:
www.paulecwilliams.org
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elcome to the very first instalment of
On Character. This feature focuses on
character profiles but is much more
than typical character information.
Rather, a writer takes a character and
analyses the reasons they are the way they are.
What is their motivation as a baddie? Or as a
goodie?
As with all fictional characters, Doctor Who
characters have a past that informs their
present. What is this influence? How does their
life experience impact their personality? As well
as what they reveal about themselves in spoken
dialogue, what is their internal voice? What do
they love, what do they hate, and what do they
fear? What secrets are they keeping? And why?

be extinct but are later rediscovered. Thus, the
use of the name Professor Lazarus is very apt
for the concept of a character hoping to achieve
immortality. I enjoyed, the humour of the Tenth
Doctor’s witty aside when he said, “Lazarus,
back from the dead. Should’ve known really.”

Professor Lazarus, Faust is well educated,
intelligent and intellectual. However, despite his
success he is extremely dissatisfied with his life.
He wants more, and in order to get more, he
sells his soul to the Devil. In exchange he
receives unlimited knowledge and worldly
pleasures. The Faust legend has been the basis
for many literary works, and it is therefore not
surprising that a character in Doctor Who would
display elements of Faust.

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of
this character is how Lazarus’ view on a long
life, conflicts with the Doctor’s view. Whereas
Lazarus wanted to live forever, to never ever
have to feel the cold hand of death, the Doctor
knows that when you live for a very long time, it
can be a very lonely and isolating experience.
The purpose of the feature is to profile a
You might live forever but your friends and
character but with the emphasis on an analysis
family will not. Therefore, you will end up alone
of their motivation. Above all, what drives them The means by which immortality can potentially and isolated as everybody you know, and love,
to be the character they are?
be achieved are many and varied throughout
dies and decays. And you must watch this
literature. From modern medical and
process over and over again.
********
technological treatments to the more
traditional ‘elixir of life’ or the ‘fountain of
In the end Lazarus does not achieve
Professor Richard Lazarus was the titular
youth’, characters have often sought to extend immortality, he doesn’t even achieve a
character in the seventh episode of Series Three their lifespan. Whether this is by blood
particularly long life. He does manage to gain a
of twenty-first century revived Doctor Who,
transfusions, genetic mutations or a gift
few minutes as a younger man (reduced from
“The Lazarus Experiment”, first broadcast in
bestowed by aliens, there are many, many
his late seventies to early forties), but very
May 2007. The question to be answered, is, was examples. Perhaps one of the best known, and quickly it all goes wrong, and he becomes a
he a man of education, a man of religion or
monstrous being. From there it goes from bad
something else entirely?
to worse and he ends up dead. And this time
there is no resurrection.
The motivation behind the character of
Professor Lazarus is the omnipotent drive for
Whilst it may have been expected that the
eternal youth. This quest is seen repeatedly in
production team would have used two different
literature (and indeed in life) where characters
actors to portray the two different times in
are highly successful yet malcontent. In
Lazarus’ life, in fact Mark Gatiss played both the
Professor Richard Lazarus’ case, it was the
young and old versions. Whilst two different
quest for immortality that was the driving force
actors would certainly have underlined the
behind his experiments. His experiences as a
differences between the two stages of life,
child where he learned to fear death more than the one which has a lot in common with
Gatiss’ skill (and very effective makeup) meant
any child should ever be aware of, led him to
Professor Lazarus, is Oscar Wilde’s character,
both the old man and the young man were
crave immortality.
‘Dorian Gray’, who exchanges his soul for
entirely believable.
eternal youth and beauty. Both characters
Lazarus was of course the name of a biblical
make a ‘deal with the devil’.
The moral of the story is that the marriage of
character, one whom Christians believe Jesus
greed and the search for immortality does not
Christ raised from the dead. The name has since In European folklore a deal with the devil is best end well. The grasping malevolent character
been frequently used in both popular culture
demonstrated by the Faustian bargain. In this
that is Lazarus gets what he deserves.
and science to denote alleged restoration to
particular legend Faust negotiates a deal with
life. It is also used to refer to species thought to the Devil’s agent, Mephistopheles. Like
Aidan Matear
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Part Four
Travels in the Far East
“And ‘mid this tumult Kubla
heard from afar
Ancestral voices prophesying war!”

STORY 004
MARCO POLO (7 episodes transmitted
22nd February 1964 – 4th April 1964)
“In these parts live evil spirits who take
our likeness to deceive us and then lead
us to our deaths. Let us destroy these evil
spirits before they destroy us!”

returning twenty-four years later. It was
during this journey that he allegedly met
Kublai Khan and, of course, The Doctor
and his companions. On returning to
THEMES, HOMAGES, TRIBUTES AND
Venice Marco Polo was imprisoned and
TRIVIA
was released in 1299. He became a
wealthy and influential businessman and
It is the very first celebrity historical
died 1324. His account of his epic Asian
where the Doctor and his companions
journey, The Travels of Marco Polo, were
bump into a famous historical figure. The dictated to cellmates whilst he was
21st Century run of Doctor Who made this imprisoned and went on to inspire future
type of adventure a regular feature of
explorers such as Christopher Columbus.
earlier seasons, bringing to the screen the It quickly spread throughout Europe,
Doctor’s encounters with such diverse
distributed in hand copied manuscript
historical characters as Charles Dickens,
form, and gave Europeans their first inQueen Victoria, William Shakespeare and depth look at the culture and politics of
Vincent Van Gogh.
the Far East. There is no definitive version
of The Travels with Marco Polo due to the
The early life of the real Marco Polo is
many varied manuscripts and translations
vague. He was born around 1254 in
which the text is derived from, leading to
Venice, Italy and like his father he was a
events being contradicted in different
merchant traveller. The three of them
versions. This has led some scholars to
embarked on an epic journey to Asia,
believe that Polo never really travelled to
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Asia and the book is conglomerate of
rumours, hearsay and imagination.
“Marco Polo” almost became the very first
film based on a Doctor Who adventure.
No less than Walt Disney made tentative
approaches to the BBC to buy the rights
for the story. Negotiations did not get
very far and where abandoned after
Disney moved on to other projects. The
story was ideal for Disney at the time as
there is little in the way of scary or horrific
material in the adventure. It can now be
viewed as a massive departure from what
would become the norm for the series by
eschewing aliens or villains and instead
aiming for being a lyrical, educational
epic.

PRODUCTION STAFF
JOHN LUCAROTTI
(1926 – 1994) –
writer. Lucarotti
also penned the
Doctor Who
adventures “The
Aztecs” and “The
Massacre of St.
Bartholomews
Eve”. His script for the Tom Baker
adventure “The Ark in Space” formed the
basis of what appeared on the screen
after being heavily rewritten by Robert

Holmes. He was born in Aldershot and
spent nine years in the Navy before
working for Imperial Oils in America.
During this period he started writing and
submitting scripts on spec to various
production companies. He moved to
Toronto, Canada working as an advertising
copywriter. In 1956 he wrote a 15 part
radio serial about the travels of Marco
Polo. He had been fascinated by Polo since
he was a boy. He had his first TV play
transmitted in Canada with Sydney
Newman as producer.
Newman moved to the UK in 1958 to
undertake the role of Drama Supervisor at
ABC. Lucarotti followed shortly after and
was offered the job as story editor on The
Avengers by Newman, but he turned this
opportunity down. Lucarotti preferred to
go freelance. His first genre credit was for
the 1962 ITV fantasy series City beneath
the Sea and its sequel Secret beneath the
Sea (1963). He also wrote one episode of
the 1963 sci-fi serial Dimensions in Fear
and contributed ten scripts to the run of
The Avengers between 1961 and 1965. He
dabbled with Gerry Anderson puppet
productions when his tale “Child of the
Sun God” was produced for the series Joe
90.

he established The Compass Players, a
later entry.
touring theatre company that specialized
in presenting quality plays to those who
GUEST ACTORS
could not normally access such material.
During the 1950s and 1960s he worked
extensively with both the Birmingham and
Dundee Repertory Theatres. Before
coming to Doctor Who he directed three
episodes of the anthology series Suspense.
From 1969 until his retirement in 1976 he
taught Art and Drama at Downside School
in Somerset. Crockett was an established
painter.

Crockett enjoyed his experience of making
a historical Doctor Who story and
submitted story ideas to David Whitaker.
Whilst he was never commissioned to
write any scripts or received any credit
several of his suggestions did enter
production, most during the Hartnell era.
Crockett suggested a story set in the time
of Richard 1st which eventually surfaced as
“The Crusade”. Another idea was for an
adventure set during the Viking raids on
Britain which eventually saw the light of
day as “The Time Meddler” (though
Crockett’s idea probably did not feature
such sci-fi elements as The Meddling
Monk). A yarn set in Cornwall and
featuring smugglers was produced as the
penultimate Hartnell story “The
Newman contacted Lucarotti during pre- Smugglers”, whilst a storyline featuring
production on the first season of Doctor
Bonnie Prince Charlie became the
Who and asked if he would be interested Troughton adventure “The Highlanders”.
in contributing to the new show. Lucarotti Further suggestions that never featured
expressed a preference for a historical
on screen include stories set during the
adventure and dug out his research notes time of Boadicea or Sir Francis Drake and
for his Marco Polo radio series and began The Spanish Armada, during The Peasants’
fashioning this into a script. He returned
Revolt or set in an Australian convict
to the BBC when he wrote two episodes of settlement.
the short lived science fiction series
Moonbase Three (1973). His final genre
HOWARD KING – studio lighting. King had
scripts were for the Anglo German
a long and illustrious career working on
production Star Maidens (1976) and HTV’s many dramas at the BBC. Genre highlights
children’s fantasy programme Into the
include Adam Adamant Lives, Menace,
Labyrinth.
episodes of The Survivors, the anthology
horror series Supernatural and the David
WARIS HUSSEIN – director episodes 1-3, 5 Hemmings starring production of Jekyll
-7. See his biography under “100000 Years and Hyde (1980). He contributed to
BC”.
numerous episodes of Doctor Who
through to the Pertwee era.
JOHN CROCKETT (1918 – 1986) – director
episode 4. Also directed “The Aztecs”.
DOUGLAS CAMFIELD – production
Crockett was the son of Colonel Basil
assistant. Camfield contributed towards
Crockett DSO and studied art at
many episodes of Doctor Who as both a
Goldsmiths College, London. Crockett had production assistant and later as a
his roots in directing theatre and in 1944 director. His details will be covered in a

MARK EDEN (1928 – 2021) – Marco Polo.
Born as Douglas Malin in 1928 in London
Mark Eden was state educated and on
leaving school he eventually became
assistant stage manager at Swansea
Repertory Company in 1958. He is perhaps
most famous for his lengthy stint in soap
opera Coronation Street as the evil Alan
Bradley, who was famously killed off when
he was run over by a tram on Blackpool
sea front. One of his earliest roles was a
bit part as a journalist in the 1958 BBC
production Quatermass and the Pit.
Prior to playing Marco Polo Eden had
appeared in the forgotten ITV science
fiction series Dimensions in Fear which
featured a space research centre near a
sleepy English village threatened by the an
other-worldly force. “Marco Polo”
scriptwriter John Lucarotti contributed
one episode. Eden continued to be a
familiar face on 1960s TV after his work on
“Marco Polo” with episodes of The Edgar
Wallace Mystery Theatre and the BBC
science fiction anthology Out of the
Unknown. One of his more popular roles
followed with an appearance as Number
100 in The Prisoner and opposite future
incarnation of The Master, Anthony
Ainley, in an episode of Spyder’s Webb
playing a character called Dr Dolek (no,
not Dalek!). Notable later TV appearances
include Arthur of the Britons, The Rivals of
Sherlock Holms, Jesus of Nazareth and The
Professionals (1980).
Eden made his film debut in the John Krish
directed Captured (1959), alongside Ray
Brooks and Gerald Flood. This was
followed by a role in the wartime comedy
Operation Snatch (1962) and the part of
Terry in the British New Wave film classic
The L Shaped Room (1962). Bryan Forbe’s
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Séance on a Wet Afternoon (1964) was
another notable film appearance along
with the cult Swinging Sixties drama The
Pleasure Girls (1965) which also featured
future Doctor Who companion Annke
Wills. He has a small “cough and a spit”
role in the 1965 blockbuster Dr Zhivago.
More substantial was his part in the star
studded Michael Winner film I’ll Never
Forget What’s Is Name (1967) opposite
Oliver Reed. He fought the evil of The
Curse of the Crimson Altar (1968) in the
company of Boris Karloff and Christopher
Lee. Perhaps his most intriguing horror
film credit is the 1972 British horror
Nobody Ordered Love also starring Ingrid
Pitt and Tony Selby, which is now
considered a lost film with known prints to
exist and is on the BFI 75 Most Wanted
list. His most recent screen appearance is
as BBC controller Donald Baverstock in the
dramatization of the creation of Doctor
Who, An Adventure in Time and Space
(2013). Eden passed away on the first day
of 2021, aged 92.

Nesbitt’s busiest period on both film and
TV. He cropped up in little seen British
crime noir The Man in the Back Seat
(1961), with a script by Malcolm Hulke.
Next was the controversial Derek Bogarde
starring film Victim (1961); the first
mainstream British film to address the
subject of homosexuality. He had a rare
leading role in the crime thriller
Strongroom (1962), but is possibly best
known for film role in Where Eagles Dare
as the cold-blooded SS Major von Halpen
(1968). He also appeared alongside Frank
Sinatra in the spy thriller The Naked
Runner (1967). 1972 saw Nesbitt
undertake the role of grave robber Burke
in Burke and Hare. His final film role to
date was The Hot Potato (2011). In 1975
he wrote, directed and starred in his
contribution to the genre of British Sex
comedies – The Amorous Milkman which
featured Julie Ege and Diana Dors amongst
others. The film was savaged by the critics
and was a box office flop. Nesbitt had
remortgaged his house to fund the film.
Worth mentioning in his later filmography
is Give Us Tomorrow (1978) with Nesbitt in
full psycho mode terrorising Silvia Sims
and her family.

the Gerry Anderson science fiction series
Space 1999. She returned to the world of
Doctor Who when she played the Registrar
in the Sarah Jane Adventures episode “The
Wedding of Sarah Jane Smith”.
Merton made her big screen debut in the
1962 British sci-fi film serial Masters of
Venus (1962). Next was The Most
Dangerous Man in the World (1969),
starring Gregory Peck with a micro bomb
in his brain, which gave her a small role as
Ting Ling. She was also in an uncredited
role in Help (1965) starring The Beatles.
Her TV roles include Strange Report,
Return of the Saint, Hammer House of
Mystery and Suspense, Crime Traveller.
Merton passed away, aged 72, in 2018.

JIMMY
GARDNER
(1924 – 2010)
– Chenchu.
Gardner later
appeared in
the Tom Baker
DERREN NESBITT – Tegana. Born Derren
era story
Michael
“Underworld” as Idmon. He served in the
Horwitz on 19th
Royal Air Force during World War Two and
June 1935 he
was awarded the Distinguished Flying
trained at RADA
TV credits wise Nesbitt was an extremely Medal for his role as an air gunner with
where he won
popular guest star and face on TV
Number Ten Squadron. Before he became
the prestigious
throughout the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s.
an actor he was employed as the personal
ForbesHis genre credits of this period including
driver for the playwright John Osbourne.
Robertson
two episodes of H G Wells Invisible Man
Voss trained at the Central School of
Shakespearian
(1959), two episodes of Danger Man, Man Speech and Drama and first entered the
Acting Award.
in a Suitcase, as Number Two in The
film industry as a clapper boy at
On leaving
Prisoner, UFO, The Persuaders, The
Gainsborough Film Studios.
RADA he toured
Protectors, Return of the Saint and four
in many
episodes of The Comic Strip. He has also
His big screen roles include part in the
repertory theatre productions where he
appeared in the Big Finish Doctor Who
Hammer horror The Curse from the
became a lifelong friend of Richard
audio dramas Doctor Who Unbound –
Mummy’s Tomb (1964), playing the Boss
Burton. He appeared on screen from
“Auld Mortality” and the Fifth Doctor era in the experimental short film The
1950s onwards, usually in the roles of
story “Spare Parts”, which details the
Committee (1968), popping up as Mr
heavies, unpleasant or untrustworthy
creation of the Cybermen.
Lynch in 10 Rillington Place (1971), a small
characters. He had guest starred in various
role as a hotel porter in the Hitchcock
episodes of The Adventures of Sir Lancelot ZIENIA MERTON (1945 – 2018) – Ping
classic Frenzy (1972) and as Charlie’s Dad
opposite William Russell in the lead role,
Cho. Born in Burma in in Slade in Flame (1975). Further
usually in the role of the villain of the
1945 Merton
appearances include The Company of
week.
originally trained as a Wolves (1984). He is perhaps best known
Nesbitt made his uncredited film debut in
dancer but switched as Ernie the Bus Driver from his
the World War Two adventure The Silent
to acting (without any appearance in Harry Potter and the
Enemy (1958) and the retelling of The
formal training) in the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004).
Titanic disaster A Night to Remember
1960s whilst still a
(1958). More small roles followed with
teenager. Merton is
His small screen credits include Mr Beaver
Man at the Top (1959) as a fighting thug
possibly best known in the ATV version of The Lion, The Witch
and as a radio operator in Behemoth the
for her recurring role and The Wardrobe (1967), Muset in “The
Sea Monster (1959). The 1960s were to be
as Sandra Benes in
Murders in the Rue Morgue” episode of
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BBC anthology series Detective (1968), The
Avengers, Here Come the Double Deckers,
playing a caretaker in the Thriller episode
“Sign It Death” (1974).

1970s when he moved behind the
cameras to work as a production manager.
His TV roles include small uncredited roles
as policemen, journalists and crowd
members in three episodes of Quatermass
LESLIE BATES – Man at
and the Pit (1958) and a regular role as
Lop. Bates had a long
Michael Kennedy in Pathfinders in Space
association with Doctor
(1960). Other television appearances
Who appearing in stories include R3, The Champions, The Boy From
for the first four Doctors. Space (1971) and as a policeman in an
He was a stand in for the episode of The Rivals of Sherlock Holmes
character of Kal in “An
(which also featured Mark Eden in the
Unearthly Child” (it is
cast). His work as a production manager
Bates’ shadow that is
saw him contribute to several cult films
seen at the end of both
including Unman, Wittering and Zigo
episode one and the pilot episode). For
(1970), Overlord (1975), The Seven Per
more information see his entry under “10, Cent Solution (1976) and On the Third Day
000 BC”.
(1983), an obscure British horror film
starring Richard Morant and Catherine
CHARLES WADE – Malik. Wade also pops Schell.
up in the one episode of The Avengers and
the obscure British horror film The Frozen GABOR BARAKER
Dead (1966) as Alfie the porter.
– Wang Lo.
Baraker also
PHILIP VOSS –
appeared in the
Acomat.. Born
Doctor Who serial
1936 in Leicester “The Crusade”. He
Voss is a respected had a career
Shakespearian
spanning the 1960s to the early 1970s
actor and an
with roles in Redcap and The Champions.
associate member He also had a small role in the James Bond
of RADA. He made film Thunderball as a Spectre agent.
his TV debut in an
episode of
TUTTE LEMKOW (1918 – 1991) – Kuiju.
Suspense (1963)
Lemkow was born
and after his role in Doctor Who he
in Oslo, Norway
appeared as a policeman in the Out of the
and moved to
Unknown episode “Time in Advance” and
England in 1946
played Captain Bratby in “The Rajah and
with his actress
the Suffragette” - an episode of the ITV
wife act Mai
Victorian set adventure series Virgin of the
Zetterling. He also
Secret Service. In more recent years he has
appeared in the
been seen in Dinotopia (alongside Zienia
Doctor Who stories
Merton) and is possibly best known for his
“The Crusade” and
role as Ivan Vishnevski opposite Paul
“The Myth Makers”
McGann in the BBC series Fish (2000). Film and served as a choreographer for “The
credits include the Hammer horror
Celestial Toymaker”. Lemkow tended to
Frankenstein and the Monster from Hell
specialise in roles as swarthy ethnic
(1973), espionage comedy Hopscotch
villains. He made his screen debut as a
(1980) as a helicopter pilot, the James
dancer in the Norwegian film Galgmannen
Bond film Octopussy (1983), John Cleese
(1945) and seems to have made his small
starring comedy Clockwise (1986) as the
screen debut in an episode of Hancock’s
headmaster and, most recently, the
Half Hour in 1957 as a Spanish dancer.
Richard Curtis timey-wimey romcom
Further film credits include Hammer
About Time (2013) as a theatre judge.
horror The Stranglers of Bombay (1959),
Tommy the Toreador (1959), The Siege of
MICHAEL GUEST – Mongol bandit. Guest Sidney Street (1960), The Guns of
had small roles on screen until the early
Navarone (1961), Super Bitch (1973),

Theatre of Blood (1973), Woody Allen
movie Love and Death (1975), Raiders of
the Lost Ark (1981) and Red Sonja (1985).
His television filmography include The
Charlie Drake Show (1968), The Avengers,
UFO and Jason King.. He also worked as a
choreographer on the films Casino Royale
(1967) and The Fearless Vampire Killers
(1967).
MARTIN MILLER (1899 – 1969) – Kublai
Khan. Born as Rudolph Muller on 2nd
September in
Kremsier,
Moravia, AustriaHungary (now
Kromeriz in the
Czech Republic).
Died 26th August
in Innsbruck, Austria. Miller entered the
acting profession in 1925, but fled Austria
at the outbreak of the Second World War
to escape persecution as a Jew; arrived in
the UK in 1939. With his first screen
appearance in 1943 Miller established
himself as a character actor who
specialised in small roles usually playing
scientists, doctors or professors. His first
role in a major film came with the 1943
spy drama Squadron Leader X playing Mr
Krohn. This was soon followed by the first
of his many roles as a doctor, playing
Doctor Novotny, in the spy thriller The
Adventures of Tartu (1943). In 1945 he
played a morgue keeper in the Vernon
Sewell film Latin Quarter and this was
followed by another Sewell film, The
Ghosts of Berkerley Square (1947), as a
professor in a story inspired by the
reputation of 50 Berkerley Square as the
most haunted house in England.
1949 saw him in an uncredited role as a
headwaiter in the Orson Welles noir
classic The Third Man. The various medical
and professor roles continued throughout
the 1950s and he also had a notable genre
credit in the form of The Gamma People
(1956). He played Dr Rosen in the
controversial and ahead of its time
psychological horror Peeping Tom (1960).
His next genre appearance was in the
lavish Hammer film version of Phantom of
the Opera (1962) and this was followed by
another Doctor role, as Doctor Schroeder,
in the Edgar Wallace thriller Incident at
Midnight. Next was Children of the
Damned (1964), the sequel to Village of
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the Damned, and Miller was on hand to
essay the character of Professor Gruber.
He broke into television during the
middle of the 1950sand had small roles in
several series of note; Danger Man, The
Avengers, Adam Adamant Lives, The
Prisoner and Department S. He was
booked to feature in the big budget
historical drama The Last Valley (1970)
alongside Michael Caine and Omar Sharif,
but died of a heart attack on location
shortly after shooting began.
BASIL TANG – Office
foreman. Tang was a
supporting artist and
extra who also
appeared in the Tom
Baker era adventure
“The Talons of Weng
Chiang” as a coolie
and in the Third
Doctor adventure “Day of the Daleks” as
a Chinese diplomat. Other TV credits
include Adam Adamant Lives and Callan.
CLAIRE DAVENPORT (1933 – 2002) –
Empress. Born in
Sale, Cheshire
Davenport was
originally a school
teacher before
breaking into
acting during 1962.
She was often cast
in Rubenesque roles that highlighted her
large physique. Her most notable film
roles include The Return of the Pink
Panther (1975) as the Swiss masseuse
who battles with Inspector Clouseau for
control of a vacuum cleaner, as the circus
fat lady in The Elephant Man (1980) and
the overweight dancer, Yarna D’al
Gargan, in Jabba the Hut’s palace in
Return of the Jedi (1983). She appeared in
Derek Jarman’s 1979 film version of the
Shakespeare play The Tempest playing
Sycorax. Her final screen role was in an
episode of the surreal comedy show The
Smell of Reeves and Mortimer.
Andrew Screen
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rom the Whotopia Archives, we feature
the following article from May 2001,
when Whotopia Editor Bob Furnell invited a
few friends over to his place to celebrate
the Fifth anniversary of the making of the
1996 Doctor Who TV movie starring Paul
McGann.
After some great chilli and
conversation, five long-time Doctor Who fans
sat down and watched the movie. For several
of those attending, this was the first time
they’d seen the movie since its premiere in
1996, and watching the movie again was very
much like seeing it for the first time. We
thought it would be a cool idea to share this
piece with you, our readers again, twenty
years later.
Those present that night were: Bob Furnell –
himself a long time Doctor Who fan; Misha
Lauenstein – a self confessed fanboy, and
fanfic writer; Jay Demetrick – fellow Doctor
Who fan and musician; Pat Burt – a self
confessed Dalek fancier, and Sherry Barek –
another long time Who fan.
*****

Bob: Well all. Its five years on and we’ve just
watched the movie again. So what do you
think?

Misha: Or maybe it’s something to do with the
fact that he wanted to open the ‘Eye’.

Sherry: But no that doesn’t work either.
Pat: Its funny, but I don’t remember them
mentioning he was half-human so many times.

Jay: Why not?

Jay: Yeah I know.
Pat: I thought it was only
mentioned once, but they
mentioned it at least three
times.

“Obviously he’s triggered something in this
regeneration to give him the ability to be
half-human.”

Misha: Yeah but if you
noticed, when Grace and
the Doctor were talking just before they met
the professor, if the Doctor could change his
species, and the Doctor replied, “yes, but only
when I regenerate”. And of course earlier
Sylvester says he’s not human. So obviously
he’s triggered something in this regeneration
to give him the ability to be half-human.
Pat: Well obviously that’s something in the
writing.

Sherry: He said he’s only half-human and he
said that you had to be human to open the
‘Eye’.
Jay: Well, he’s had so many human
companions, he set it up so that only a human
could open the ‘Eye’.
Misha: Actually its fully explained in the
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“Apocalypse Element”.

Sherry: In the novels!

Jay: It is?

Misha: Yah.

Misha: Umm. They set it up for Evelyn
Smythe’s retinal pattern to prevent the Daleks
from getting access to it.

Sherry: He has sex?

Bob: True. If he were half-human there’d be a
whole episode about him.
Pat: Yes and look at B’Elanna.
Sherry: Or Seven of Nine.

Misha: Yup.
Jay: Umm… that’s American sci-fi.

Sherry: Well even after five years, I can’t seem Jay: Yah that’s right.
to be nostalgic about the movie and say its ok.
I mean, the movie’s ok, but its neither bad nor Sherry: That’s weird.
really great.

Bob: But as was said. There were things in the
movie that had Daphne and Paul gone into a
series, they would have made a great team.

Bob: You know what?
I think if they had kept
the team of McGann
and Ashbrook, it all
would have worked
out in a series. They
worked well together
and there was so
much chemistry
between the two of
them. I think they
would have made a
great Doctor/
companion team.

Pat: Oh yes, definitely.
Jay: Even Chang Lee
would have been good
in the team.
Pat: Chang Lee? No.
Not at all.
Jay: Really.
Sherry: He’s too much
of an Adric clone. He’d
turn out to be an
annoying kid.

Pat: Oh definitely yes.
Jay: No… I don’t think
so.

Bob: Well this is
about the tenth time
I’ve seen the movie
and I like it. Sure
there are a few minor
things that don’t jive,
but on the whole, I
think it’s great.
Misha: Umm… its
funny but the minor
things that annoyed
me originally, annoy
me less and less each
time I see the movie.

Pat: Well he’s a bit too
much like Turlough.
Jay: No. Really?

“Sure there are a few minor things that don’t jive,

but on the whole, I think it’s great.”

Bob: Sure, the half-human bit annoys me, but
in actuality, it’s not that bad.
Misha: Umm yes.
Sherry: Well…
Bob: Ah but the Doctor and the companion
don’t snog.
<laughter from all>
Jay: I still view the kissing scene in the same
context as the strangling Peri scene. It’s
exactly the same for me. Its regeneration
trauma, and he never does it again.
Misha: Ah but the Doctor has sex with Bernice
Summerfield.
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Pat: Well I liked the bit
with the Master and
the “Eye of Harmony”.

Jay: That was cool.
Pat: I didn’t like the
Master in the story. He
wasn’t scary enough

Jay: Well she throw’s him into bed and all that for me.
stuff…
Jay: No! He was good.
Misha: Its all Bernice’s fault then.
Pat: No, not really.
Sherry: I guess.
Sherry: I don’t like the way he was portrayed.
Bob: Yeah fine, but that half-human bit is just
a bit of crap thrown in to please the American Jay: In what way? Over-the-top?
audience. It’s just to appease them. They just
can’t accept a totally alien hero.
Sherry: Yes.
Pat: Yes! Their attitude is that isn’t anything
fully or half American isn’t worth anything.
Jay: That’s so true. Look at Tuvok in Voyager.
How often does he appear? He’s full Vulcan
and he’s got such a tiny part in the show.

Bob: But he was supposed to be that way.
Pat: But he wasn’t scary enough! I don’t
know. I just didn’t get the same kind of vibe
from him, like when I watched Delgado or
Ainley. He seemed to be too much of a
comical type character this time around.

Jay: You mean that quiet sinister-ness quality.
Pat: Yeah. That’s it.
Misha: But he killed Bruce and Amanda right
off.
Pat: Yeah but the only Master-like kind of
thing he did…

Pat: Well whatever, but I suppose from a
movie ‘goers point of view, it wasn’t a bad
movie.

adventurous spirit. They never addressed that
again in the books and have completely
ignored that since. Yes, it was kind of third
Doctor-ish…

Sherry: I guess so.
Pat: It was entertaining.

Misha: And the bit about his knowing what the
future was going to bring…

Misha: Yes. Lots of one-liners.

Jay: Yes. That too.

Bob: No, no, no. He was evil. Look at when he Bob: Well I still say it was good. It captured
goes up to Chang
Lee and snaps his
neck! That’s not
comedic.

Bob: True…
Sherry: Well every
Doctor seems to have
some kind of quirk.

Pat: Yeah…

Bob: I liked the bit
about the ‘comfy’ shoes.

Bob: That’s vicious!
Pat: <laughs> Yes that
was funny.

Pat: Yeah but he
didn’t have the
psychological terror
that the others had.

Misha: A very Doctor-ish
moment.

Jay: Yes, but I see
him as a sort of
“Survival” type of
Master. He’s still
very animalistic,
very cat-like.

Bob: Well Colin Baker
had cats, while Davison
had the celery…
Sherry: …and Sylvester
had the question mark
sweater.

Pat: True.

Sherry: I was
getting the feeling
that they were
trying to turn the
Doctor into
something different
from the Master
that they weren’t
Time Lords from the
same world.

Pat: Well I did enjoy the
movie, but I still have a
problem with the
Master’s character a bit.

“I see him as a sort of “Survival” type of Master.
He’s still very animalistic, very cat-like.”

Misha: Yes. It did appear that at one point.

everything of what Doctor Who is about.

Sherry: Yes, especially at the beginning when
it appeared they were trying to say they were
Time Lords, but Time Lords from two very
different worlds.

Pat: True, but there were still too many
Americanism’s in it.

Jay: I don’t know about that?

Misha: A lot of the British fans would agree
with that.

Jay: True.

Misha: Well it does appear that they stressed
that the Doctor was from Earth and the Master Pat: And there was too much violence at the
was from Gallifrey.
beginning.
Pat: Yes it does seem they were doing these.

Sherry: I don’t know about that.

Sherry: Umm… Time Lords from different
worlds.

Misha: No not really.

Jay: I still don’t know about that.

Jay: Well I know one thing the writers of the
books cut right out of the eighth Doctor’s
personality was that motor-cycling

Sherry: Yeah, yeah,
yeah… he was too
campy.

Bob: Even Ainley’s
Master had problems.
Other than his Master’s
first and last stories, he was over-the-top and
campy. JNT never allowed him to do that sort
of sneaky sinister sort of characterization like
Delgado gave. If Ainley had been allowed to
what he did in those two stories, he would
have made a much better and even surpassing
performance than Delgado. I still say that
Ainley, if given the chance, had the potential to
be a more evil, malevolent and despicable
character than Delgado’s Master.
Misha: Oh yes. He often seemed more crazier
than Delgado’s version. Much more potential
for evil. Maybe it was because his schemes
seemed more nuttier and grander than
Delgado’s.
Jay: Yes. True.
Misha: His schemes sometimes didn’t even
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seem to make sense.
Pat: Oh for sure.
Misha: I’m not saying it was bad writing, but
his schemes were so much crazier.
Bob: But Eric Roberts Master was just like. He
was sinister and he was campy.
Sherry: He wasn’t….
Bob: Yes. You obviously
don’t remember back to
even Delgado. Even his
Master had a very sly,
kind of offbeat sort of
humor.

Misha: Well do you remember that article in
DWM where they showed a classic to non-fans
and the conclusion of the article was that it
didn’t matter what classic you showed to
someone, they all seemed like the same classic
to everyone who’s not a fan.
Bob: Well using my friend Thomas who thinks
of Doctor Who as that tacky British show,
where the sets wobble and I hate the way its
filmed; it doesn’t look real, it doesn’t matter
what you show them, because this is what the
non-fan thinks. That’s their perception of the

movie has a somewhat rushed feel to it.
Bob: Oh no, no, no. It’s supposed to be an
action packed movie so the pace is going to be
faster. Plus the amount of time they had to
film the movie, they worked on such a tight
production schedule, it’s amazing they
accomplished what they did manage. I think
they did a fab job with what little time they
had. The movies fast pace is great. It’s a
rollercoaster ride of excitement. Its pace
doesn’t let you have time to think. It drops you
right into the action and keeps the pace up
right to the end. That’s what
movies are supposed to do.
Draw you into the action.
Sherry: Yes that’s true.
Bob: I think its good that the
movie didn’t’ give you a chance
to relax and think. Its fast pace
was a change and definitely
much faster paced than the old
series episodes.

Jay: That’s a good point.
Bob: I just love that line
“I always dress for the
occasion”. It’s just so
Master-ish. Its that outfit.
I mean please. You just
have to utter something
so campy wearing an
outfit like those Time Lord
outfits.

Jay: One thing I found odd was
some of the delivery of the
Master’s lines by Eric Roberts.
It was a bit off.
Misha: I don’t think so. I think
he was doing that to give the
impression that he was
possessing a body that wasn’t
his.

Misha: Yes it is campy
and over-the-top, but it’s
fun.
Bob: Geesh. It’s not
exactly something you’d
wear around the house.
Pat: <laughs> That’s true.

“I just love that line,
“I always dress for the occasion”.
It’s just so Master-ish.“

Sherry: Well despite
what you think, I’d still
rather introduce
somebody to Doctor Who
with “Talons Of Weng Chiang” or something
like that.

Bob: Oh no. I wouldn’t any more. The movie
is more of what I’d use. There’s nothing wrong
with the older stories but they wouldn’t appeal
to a non-fan. The movie is more current and
would appeal more. It’s a better thing to use
to introduce the show. It’s the most recent.
Jay: Well if I were to introduce Doctor Who to
someone who’s not interested in the show on
any level was what I used on a friend who
didn’t want to watch the show. I caught his
interest by showing “The Ribos Operation”.
Sherry: Really? Well that goes to show you
can’t always judge what someone would like.
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Pat: Yes, I’d agree. He does
cite a line something along the
fact that he was getting use to
the body….
Sherry: So that would fit then.
Misha: Yes.

show.
Sherry: They don’t like that look.

Pat: And the whole Edwardian look of the
TARDIS worked well. I loved that look.

Bob: Exactly. Someone who couldn’t stand
the old video taped episodes, would be more
open to the TV movie’s look and feel. It’s
much more contemporary and doesn’t come
across as cheap. And once they watched the
movie, you could say, “well this is what the
show looks like now, would you like to see
what it use to be like”. I think the movie would
destroy that negative opinion people have of
the show and the movie would make them get
into the show more.

Jay: Yes, it was great.

Pat: Yes that’s right. It might work.

Sherry: Yes, I noticed that too.

Sherry: Well I don’t know. I still think the

Misha: Yes, it worked well to show the Doctor
as a very Wellsian type character.
Jay: I still missed those little white roundels,
though.
Bob: Ah, but if you look closely at the set, they
are there. Maybe not white, but they are
there.

Thanks to Misha, Pat, Jay and Sherry
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